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Leaps, Bounds,

Reach for the highest star,
Be proud of who you are.
Never doubt what you can do
No matter what obstacle faces you.
Hold on to your dreams and
Just believe.
We are living proof that
All can achieve.
And Gears
Diversity
The people of Coventry High are a collage of races, sizes, and beliefs. This diversity stretches from straight to shady, and preppy to hippy. Whether you're athletic or apathetic, there is a home for you at C.H.S. Clones and individualists alike are brought together in a harmonious conglomeration known as Study Hall. It is here, in the cafeteria, where C.H.S.'s diverse population is most obvious. On a given day you may see herds of chattering mouths and scribbling pens, much to the dismay of the watchful eyes of Coventry's finest. This multi-faceted group of teachers and students makes Coventry High a school which is a step beyond — diversity.
Stepping Beyond-

We, the Class of 1991, have been doing so for all our lives. Beginning school, first jobs, or other activities are indeed challenges. The enduring question "What lies ahead?" can never truly be answered until we do step beyond. We step beyond our past experiences, habits, or customs to indulge into new and diverse opportunities. Although we have been encountering new challenges throughout our lives, leaving Coventry High School is perhaps the most intimidating step we will have taken. In June 1991, we leave Coventry High School
to step into colleges, jobs or other opportunities. No longer will we have our parents or teachers to turn to for guidance. We will be on our own to a greater extent than ever before, and this independence will help us to mature. The question remains: "What lies ahead?".Although we cannot foresee the future, we will work hard in order to take advantage of the vast opportunities and to overcome the variety of obstacles that our diverse interests bring about. Success, in all forms, is inevitable for the Class of 1991 as we "Step Beyond". -Shoeless Joe
Meet the Class of 1991

Vice-President Lolita Lipa; Secretary, Melissa Anderson; Treasurer, Heather Skorski; and Student Council Rep., Sue Lavoie.

Advisor: Mrs. Nancy Cyr.

President Kerri Roberts

Social Committee: 1st Row: Chairperson, Richard Pendola; Lorinda Jackson; Nicole Marsocci; Melissa White. 2nd Row: Nicole Walshe; Melanie Claveau.
Class Individualists

Greg Daniels & Thea Donnelly
Have a grateful day, Thea
George Thibault & Wendy Baxter

To be smarter than the average bear-

George

The greatness of art is not to find what is common but what is unique. Wendy

MICHAEL BERTRAND  BEVERLY BESTWICK  DONNA BJORKLAND  JULIE BLANCHARD
JULIE BLASBALG  JENNIFER BOIVIN  ROBERT BONNER  KATHRYN BORAGINE

TIMOTHY BOURN  SHEILA BOWEN  ELLEN BRADSTREET  JENNIFER BRODEUR

DUSTIN BROWN  TERRANCE BROWN  SUSAN BRUNER  CHRISTOPHER BRZOZA
Most Likely To Succeed

BRAD BUCKLEY
BARRY BURDICK
JEFFERY BUTZIER
TODD BYINGTON
CHRISTOPHER BYRNES
ANTHONY CALCI
JAMES CAMERON
MARC CANTINO

Arthur Schloth & Shannon Donovan
Nothing succeeds like success, Arthur
Your happiness cannot be measured in
dollars and cents. Shannon
DARLENE CAPOZZI
SCOTT CAPWELL
LISA CARD
ALAN CARY

DWAYNE CARY
JASON CASE
SANDRA CHAMBERS
JASON CHARPENTIER

TIMOTHY CHARPENTIER
LAURA CHARRON
TRAVIS CHENAULT
RYAN CLARKE
Best Dressed

Chad Mitchell & Shelley Weinand

It's the friendships that keep us warmest. Shelley

TRACI CLARK  MELANIE CLAVEAU

BRIAN COBURN  ALAN COHEN

KRISTEN COIA  MICHEAL COLANERI  JAMES COLE  TINA COLE
Most Talkative

Jason Charpentier & Desiree Washington

No one ever listens to me! Jason
Communication is the key to success.
Desiree

LAURA CURRAN  JAMES DAILY
GREG DANIELS  JOSEPH DANIELS
KEITH DANNA  JOHN DEAN  SHARON DEANE  DONALD DeANGELIS
Class Sweethearts

SHANNON DONOVAN  KAREN DOUCETTE

BETTY DOWNES  EDWARD DRAKE

SCOTT TOURGEE & MELISSA ANDERSON

All's fair in love and war.

JAMES DROWNE  NICOLE DUBE  BRIAN DUBIS  MICHAEL DUGAS

seniors 19
Class Inseparables

Holllane Read & Amy Gower
Side by side, by side

KEVIN FEELEY
SHAWN FEENEY

DAVID FERRANCE
MICHELLE FERREIRA

ANTHONY FERRETTI
WENDY FIELD
LORI FIGARA
SEAN FINNEY
Class Inseparables

Jennifer Robitaille & Michelle Ferreira

All tied up and no place to go.
Most Athletic

MATTHEW HEWITT
DANIEL HICKEY

ROBERT HIGLEY
IAN HILLMAN

EVELINE HOLSTIUS
WILLIAM HORNE
JASON HOULE
NICOLE HUFFMAN

Chris Byrnes & Heather Skorski

In life, it's not how you play the game, but whether you win or lose!
Best Vo-tech

Jeff Fontaine & Darlene Capozzi

Give us the tools and we will fix the world!
Class Musicians

Douglas Marques & Mae Sue Rekas

Music is the universal language of mankind. - Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

KIMBERLY LINDSEY  LOLITA LIPA

RONALD LOBIANCO  LAURI LOLLAR

CHRISTOPHER LOWELL  JAMIE LUKOWICZ  SHELBY LYONS  DAVID MACCHIONI
Class D.J.'s

TINA MESSIER CRAIG MILLER

NEIL MILLER TRICIA MINOR

CYNTHIA McCRAE TAMY McMANN

ERIN MEEHAN PAUL MESSIER

TINA MESSIER CRAIG MILLER NEIL MILLER TRICIA MINOR

Tommy Rowles & Angela Vallante

Music is something everyone can relate to. Angela. Remember my name and face because you'll see them in the future. Tommy.
BRIAN MITCHELL  CHAD MITCHELL  KEVIN MOFFITT  VERONICA MOL
KEITH MOREAU  MICHELLE MORGAN  KEITH MOULTON  TIMOTHY NASH
JEANNINE NESTER  JAMES NEWCOMB  MATTHEW NOLAN  JENNIFER NOON
MARIANNE NOVAK  WENDY O'BRIEN
BRIAN OGDEN  MATTHEW OLNEY
ERIK OLTEDALE  RANDY OROS  SCOTT OSTERMAN  JOHN OWEN

Most Popular

Jeff Pennington & Nicole Walshe
Popularity is nothing without friends.
Chris Archibald & Shelley Weinand

Life moves pretty fast sometimes. If you don’t stop and look around, you might miss it. - F. Bueller, Chris “Carpe Diem!” Shelley
THOMAS ROWLES
RONALD RUZZO
MICHAEL SADOWSKI
ELIZABETH SALM
DANIELLE SARGENT
ARTHUR SCHLOTH
GEORGE SCHOPAC

Frienna/ie$t

Greg Lacombe & Desiree Washington

-Smile! It's contagious.
Best Looking

Greg Daniels & Melissa Anderson

Good looks opens doors; good hair blows them off the hinges.

MICHELLE ST. GERMAIN   JILL STANDISH

CHARLES SWAIN   CHRISTIAN SWEET

SUSAN SYINTSAKOS   JODI SZYDLO   DEANNA TALLMAN   JENNIFER TEW
Stepping Back

We celebrated out last year in elementary school with trips to Alton Jones and with a cruise on the Bay Queen, while looking forward to another six years of school.
Now we go our separate ways, to new places and new faces, while holding tight to those memories that will be ours to treasure forever.
Class Terrors

SCOTT WARRENDER  DESIREE WASHINGTON

SHELLEY WEINAND  MICHAEL WENDOLOWSKI

KEVIN WHITE  MELISSA WHITE  SUZANNE WHITE  PATRICIA WILLIAMSON

Kelly Powers & Beverly Bestwick

I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints. The sinners are much more fun. Only the good die young. - Billy Joel.
Make It Last Forever

On Saturday, April 20, 1990 the Junior Class of Coventry High School anxiously entered the Rocky Point Palladium for their Junior Promenade. The theme song, *Make It Last Forever*, was appropriate for the Class of '91. As we nervously entered the palladium, we noticed the beautiful sparkling decorations. After dinner, the couples waited for the crowning of the 1990 Prom Queen. The candidates, Nicole Walshe, Shelley Weinand, Lolita Lipa, Christine Flyntz, and Sue Syintsakos were escorted to the stage by their dates as the song of their choice was played. The girls anxiously awaited as Tina Harpin, the reigning Prom Queen, crowned Shelley Weinand as the new queen. After an evening of dancing, we adjourned to New England Health and Racquet Club for the Post Prom Party.
The History of the Class of 1991

We, the class of 1991, entered the hallowed halls of Coventry High School on September 2, 1987. Wow, it was big! They gave us only one day to acquaint ourselves with the vast quantity of new territory. We had all memorized every rule in the handbook the night before in fear of a pop quiz. With the help of our homeroom teachers, we deciphered our computer processed schedules. In the weeks that followed we elected Desiree Washington as our fearless leader for our freshman year. Throughout the next few months we endured countless attacks of humiliation and embarrassment from the upperclassmen. As our freshman year came to an end, we experienced our first semiformal gala event ... the Freshman Dance. By this time we considered ourselves more than just your typical freshman.

As yet another September arrived, we once again found ourselves staring at schedules, worrying about grades, and watching the average number of sleeping hours go down the drain. Kerri Roberts served her first term of president in our sophomore year. This was an exciting year for all of us as we gained our independence and were able to torture the class of 1992, just as we had been by the class of 1990. We attended drivers training class so that our parents no longer had to drag us from place to place. We discovered that there were more than just academics at Coventry High as we began to partake in clubs, sports, and activities. Another year came to an end.

Our junior year was a period of stress and more stress. Finally we had power, but thanks to Mr. DiMicco, the Pikes, and Mr. MacDonald we had very few opportunities to enforce it. Classes and homework became to be an overwhelming part of our everyday lives. Our junior year was not all work, though. With Lolita Lipa as our president helping to organize many events that made it one of our most memorable years. In December we attended the Junior-Senior Christmas Dance. As spring approached we prepared for the Junior Prom. The night finally arrived when the girls and guys dressed up and were ushered by limo to the Rocky Point Palladium for an evening of dancing. Here Shelley Weinand was named Prom Queen. Finally the day came when we officially became seniors. On Class Day we went to the auditorium to see the Class of 1990 off. We turned our rings and assumed the role of the senior class of 1991.

Our senior year had finally arrived! Kerri Roberts was once again our president. This was a year of applications, SATs, achievement tests, transcripts, and career decisions. Oh, to be a freshman again! On Homecoming Day, Shelley Weinand and Jeffrey Pennington were crowned King and Queen. On December 7,1990, we attended the annual Junior Senior Christmas Dance at Evelyn's Villa. The year was 1991 and all around were signs of Senioritis with graduation quickly approaching. The frenzy of final exams had come and gone. On June 7, 1991 the Senior Ball was held at Johnson and Wales Hospitality Center in Seekonk. Boy we looked great! We ate, danced and reminisced about our four short years that had flown by. Our last day at Coventry High School arrived, Class Day. We laughed, we cried, and we left. Our high school career at CHS had come to an end. On June 12, 1991, we took that long walk across the stage and then we moved on our separate ways.
Lynn Adams bequeath to Tracie McCain a 4x4 truck to pass through Bedrock. To Melissa Anderson a family of Weebles and an entire weekend alone. And to Rich Pendola a thank you for all the happiness you have brought to me.

Chris Albro bequeath five tickets to Wrigley Field to Jay, Mike, and Jim. A limo with a chauffeur to Bonnie, Danielle, and Amy. A nose to Bonnie so she won’t have to ruin hers. A box of kleenex and thanks for those talks to Heather; a smile to Amy so she won’t look so ghoulish; to Danielle anything she wants, I’ll never forget you. And my crazy and weirdliness and the name Bubba to anyone who can handle the honor. Thanks for the great times guys.

Christopher Allen bequeath B.B. new parents so when we get in trouble you won’t get nailed.

Craig Aldrich bequeath to Chris Field a car with a 350 engine and insurance so he’ll always have a ride. To Matt Maynard all the Iron Maiden tapes and posters made for him to listen to and cover his walls with. To Larry Chase, I leave a real haircut (one like Brian’s) for his senior year. To Brian Harrington I leave all the great times in his last year in prison and his old coronet (restored) and to “never say goodbye.”

Shawn Anctil bequeath a van to Chris G. and lots of luck to my sister Kris because she’ll need it.

Heather Andersen bequeath to Jeff P. dancing lessons so next time we won’t fall on the dance floor. Evelyn H. a new car so she doesn’t have to drive that boat anymore. Also a yacht so maybe we’ll have a decent boat trip next time, but if not a heavy weight tent to sleep in on a deserted island so we won’t blow away. And Kris B. “Ha, ha what did he say?”

Melissa Anderson bequeath another night with the Weebles to Tracie; a job to Inga so she doesn’t have to clean the house anymore; a case of yogurt and all my nights of eating, sleeping, and watching T.V. to Gill; some more homeroom advice to Lynn; a Lynx to Stacy since that’s what she’ll be driving next year and all my love to Scott.

Debbie Andrews bequeath a Ford and all my love to Craig; all the nights with P.P. and Paula and wishes we had better things to do than drive up and down Tiogue Avenue; all my brains to Nikki so she doesn’t have to spend six years in college like she did in high school.

Sarah Andrews bequeath Donna Bjorklund a social and environmental conscience, a guy with long hair who is really "sensitive," and a jar of cherries with stems so that she can learn to tie them in knots with her tongue like I can. Sue Piche good luck, money, chocolate, and JOLTI cola with me and Donna and Vinny at the park and ride. Jenn “Squid” Souza a trip to Stonehenge, England’s oldest rock group, and a crop circle with a view. Vinny Cece a great last year of high school and good luck with your marriage to Sue (Zsa Zsa) and a chocolate Awful Awful. Sue W., a thousand coke tabs and friends who eat peanutless salads. Barry Tyson good luck, all my science fiction novels, and a gallon drum of Armor-All. Aimee Burdick good luck being the oldest in high school and little chunks of “real” food at the salad bar. Karen D., my Alfred E. Newman school ideals (What, me study?) Blanca C. a wild week with all of us in Mexico. Chris A. a lens cap so he can’t catch me on film when I’m doing dumb stuff. Laura Leigh my parking spot, my locker, a peek in my journal, and my sisterly love.

Tracy Andrulkiewicz bequeath all my tigers including the ones on my car to all underclassmen, and the best of luck in the future to my best friend Kate Dyl who deserves the best.

Chris Archibald bequeath a blinking vector and the ring of thunder to Luigi; the “New York Pizza Picture” and the ability to say “Or-eh-gin, y’all” to Wendy; pink frosting to Pauline; bread & butter, a chauffeur’s license, and sundaes to Stacy M.; O2 at 55 MPH to Jay C.; free food, the meaning of O2, and javelin roof rack to Margarita; Fudgie to Alan, chickens to the GRC; a twinkle to Sarah; all the vacuum/ fly/microwave experiments he can think of to Raul Ramirez; one small blue superbball and a catcher’s mask to Wendy M.; his own towel to Rob H.; a foot piano to Josh M.; bowling shoes that fit him to Jim D.; U-turns and frozen yogurt to Shelley and Debbie; golfing equipment to Homer Weston; a never ending supply of math club colas and a car to Liisa; the stage to the ‘other Chris’; Yearbook U homework to Michelle, fresh air to LIB 1; a movie that we all can agree on to Stacey’s Movie Club; one last story-hour hour to Melissa; and the sum of $59.73 to all of the people that I have bummed money from, divided any which way.

Karen Bagshaw bequeath my calculator to Mr. Crazy guy; my gym sneakers to Debbie D.; and my salad bar tomatoes to Rachel S.

Jeremy Bailey bequeath to my sister Tracie the fastest years of high school; to my brother Dan, the best Senior year, and the best of luck to Tom L. Also I wish the best of luck to Mary Bradshaw, Jody Young and Darlene Capozzi.

Julie Barber bequeath a new car to Wendy so we won’t be stranded in the parking lot after school; to Becky R. all the money in the world for the lunches she has bought me; “Darn your foot.” to Sherry & Kristen; and all my love to Keith.

Derek Barnett bequeath to Craig B. a 20; to Fish, a lucky night and a car that’s one color; to Bubba a passing grade in Chemistry; to Bill a good looking girlfriend; to Mike P. a car that won’t get stolen; and most of all my love to Suzie B.

Wendy Baxter bequeath endurance to Allie so that she will be able to last another two year; a group of spas and cherries to Nicole, Hilary, and Elisha; a real Timathemian time to Kevin, an extended day to all my classmates for sleeping
Will

purposes only; garden flowers to Jules; a cot on a beach to Kris; many more interesting English words to Esther; and lastly, an infinite number of clues to Mr. Brissette.

Paula Barse bequeath my good times with P.P. to Debbie A., let’s keep them. And all my love to Dennis, I love you!

Laura Beauchemin bequeath a manly-man to Danielle; a sick day to Maryann; a clue to Nikki; nicknames to the “Laura cubed”; a magic wand to Jen C.; and a real live Ninja Turtle to John B. Peace!

Brian Befort bequeath to Pauline and Kerri my ring; and to Tara E. my ring and Vo-Tech jacket.

Daniel Bequeath to Kristen Bell a family portrait of me and my mother; to Nichole Walsh the position of President of “Save the Bull” foundation.

Kristen Bequeath to Heather A. a science class at CCRI so she can find out where chicken pox REALLY come from, so she can find out where chicken pox REALLY come from. and when she finds out who her real friends are. I love you guys TM, CF, SR, TF, EE, RP, and KR.

Gerson Bettancourt bequeath a pendant jutty to my favorite dysgenic char and Dura Ace components to myself.

Donna Bjorklund bequeath quiet friends so she won’t get headaches, AT&T gift certificates so she can call me and complain wherever she is, and gas money for all the rides to school; a banana,a taco, friends with cars, and a CBOTW to Dawn C.; happiness with VINMAN to Sue P.; a great last year at CHS to Vinny; a boyfriend who cares even on SUNDAYS to Sue C.; sense, ATFN, my white leather jacket and all my Jackie Collins novels to Bridget T.; a latin lover and a trip to Mexico to Blanca C.; money to set up her candy store on Mars, a guy who will love her and her rubber chicken keychain, a cartwheel, and all the heavy metal possible to G. Queen; a math buddy to Sue W.; $55 for her Brown application fee to Jen; a great time at CHS and all my procrastinating nature to my brother John; Happiness to all you guys!

Julie Blanchard bequeath to Neil M. a sunbird GT, a date with EG, and a chance to actually play in a soccer game; a certain Toyota truck to Jess; a chance to sing with AC/DC, and all the candy in the world to Sue B.; a doll of SC for when he goes away to Kris G.; a little leprechaun and lots of love to Roy; a lifetime relationship with JK and alot of love and thanks to Elisha; an alarm clock that works and a night without cheerleading to Tracey; Lots of luck to EG, SB, KG, LS, TM, and AV.

Julie Blasbalg bequeath a bigger car to Nikki D.; a “colorful” dog to Wendy B.; more trips to the library for Maryann P.; a louder voice to Sue C.; and an entire set of Collins Gem Dictionaries to Esther M.

Jennifer Boivin bequeath To Stacy - will power to control her compulsive lying and a brain cell for the time she sneezed; to Patty - knowledge of what girls can do, and another night with Sebastian Bach to finish what they started. And the rest of my life to my best friends!

Bob Bonner bequeath a Ford truck to Craig M. and long lasting love to Craig and Debbie. Have an awesome life CM, DA, JC, JN, CB, BB, JF, AD, JD, EC, KH, Red, MB, DD, TB, FV, DC, AP, AG, WH, JD, and RC.

Kathryn Boragine bequeath a good excuse for being late to Sandy C.; winning the lottery to Shawn F. so he can pay back all the people he owes; to Traci C. a lighter sign so she can run down the street faster with it; to Cris H. someone to go out to breakfast with so she doesn’t keep asking me. And to Cindy M. a map of Providence so she doesn’t get me lost again on the way to her brother’s house and a day in in-house that she deserves.

Tim Bourn bequeath to Dan Z. a book of the world’s worst jokes so he can make me groan in disgust at some bad jokes. To Thor and the KJG posse free tickets to the next Screamin' Jay Hawkins concert; and to my brother, a Nissan Maxima when he’s sixteen; to Kevin Moffit a free fish air system, and to Allison H. a leading role in the next school play.

Ellen Bradstreet bequeath all my love to Jeff D., and my spot on the girl’s soccer team to anyone stupid enough to take it; Best of luck to all my friends. You guys deserve the best!

Jennifer Brodeur bequeath all my love to Ed Angel; Kerry Nelson- best friends forever. I hope you and Tim last; Keri Nieforth- I hope you and Mr. Mayagi have a life of happiness; Andrea Person- a guy who will treat her good; Phetmany Syarah (Ni) I’m taller; Wendy Field- I promise not to lose the keys; and to all my other friends good luck.

Dustin Brown bequeath a touch of smoothness to lazy and the log crew; to Alvin, another trip to the log; and to any freshman or sophomore, my car and a jug of water (so you can keep it from spilling up!)

Terry Brown bequeath the ability to not get caught to
Donovan Duran; a Ford to Chris Brzoza; and to Michelle I leave all the great times we had and all my love.

Sue Bruner bequeath a miracle ear, a new contract, and another A.F.M. adventure to Ang; a map to Wheeza with hopes that we never get lost in Coventry again; his and her bows & arrows to Krisser and Scott (Happy Hunting!); a never ending supply of freshman girls to Chris R.; another Newport night to Shelly and Zanne to hunt down those french men; and lots of food & candy to Elisha & Julie because I know thats how they will remember me!

Brad Buckley bequeath all my years in high school to who ever wants them, because I certainly didn't!

Jeffrey Butzier bequeath all my heart and soul to the one I love most, Amy Owens; a giant dog treat to my little pal, Mandle and a new brain for my other pal, Abbie; a dead cat to Joe M.; and my "Chuckie" sneakers to Kristen Restall.

Christopher Byrnes bequeath a new potato land to Dave I.; another Hostess nickname to Steve G.; an anti-flirtation devise to Alyce P.; B-B gun wars to Chris S.; a loud voice to Mike S.; a skull to Artie (so he can get a head on life); my kill ratio in the power to Evan N.; a rude awakening to Scott O.,(for all his annoying antics, your an awesome friend); blackness to Dion; the strength to beat me up to Jim C.; tape for Dave R.'s eyes, so he won't look at Nikki's butt; another phone call to Trish M. so she can be my 'Doctor Ruth' again; a muzzle and a black wig to Kris R.; my friendship to Shana (again); "Thanks" to all my friends, M.S., S.O., D.L., C.S., A.S., E.N. D.R., S.G., D.B., K.R., T.M., E.B., G.F., A.P., and whoever else I missed. You're the best friends I could ever have. Most of all, to Nikki Walshie I leave my undying love. You are the best thing that ever happened in my life. I love you.

Todd Byington bequeath some meat to Ryan Clarke; a diploma to Brian Johnson; the confidence and strength to overcome the fear of the Black Planet to Jay Farina; a "decent" truck to Bob B.; a Porsche 92854 to myself; and a dance to Fred V.

Anthony Calci bequeath a bottle of Advil to Mr. DiPrete for all the headaches I gave him.

Marc Cantino bequeath a real girlfriend to Shane C. so he doesn't have to spend all his money and a house of his own so he will stop bothering my family; a summer job to Rich P. so he doesn't have to cut lawns; a hundred K-things to Lolita so she can be cool; to Katie M., hopes that some day you can stay out later than 11:30. I love you Katie.

Darlene Cappozi bequeath anything she wants so she'll stay away from my stuff to Leslie; a trip far away and a dog named Suzie to Christine Mansour; and to the friend who would never leave me, all my love and good times to come. I love you, Scott.

Scott Capwell bequeath my best hunting spots to Jeff; a Toyota like mine to Brian; my quahog rakes to anyone who feels they can make real money; my talent to stay out of trouble to Jay; and a pair of warm gloves and my love to Kristen.

Jason Case bequeath a 1974 G.M.C. van and Louisiana to James T; A long ride and a blonde to Mike; A fly loyal girl and a faked death to Bubba; To Webe, my partner in crime 24/7, a Portuguese Marriage, wires, The Hawk, toons, and my fan, so he can stick his teeth in it; To Doug "IT"; To KH a big "NO"; To Nicole, a cream house with green doors, a squeeze seal, and all my love, I love you.

Tim Charpentier bequeath my eternal love for my family and thank them for bearing with me.

Sandra Chambers bequeath all my love to Michael D'Greco, I hope one day we will walk down the aisle! To Chris and Jen B.; a little tolerance for each other. To all my good friends, lots of money and all the best wishes in the world. Thanks for the good times K.P., K.B., H.A., C.H., E.H., D.A., D.G., P.B., M.K., L.L., L.B., J.B., N.G., T.C., A.C. and all who I have forgotten! Good luck R.I. 81st, you are the best.

Laura Charron bequeath a night out bowling in Connecticut and the best of wishes for the future to Laura and Danielle; some "rabbit turds" and an aspirin for the morning after to Sue Paul.

Ryan Clark bequeath a place to go on Sat. nights to Chris, and muscles to Paul Hart, Edgehill to T, ugliness to Sue Syintsakos, Heather to herself, Tom Cruise to Samantha, and a buzz cut to Kel, Barb, Kidder, Emily, Jen, and Colin.

Traci Clark bequeath all my love to Shawn Feney. To Kathy a new set of breaks and cheaper tires, to Cindy a portable curling iron & a case of hairspray. And to D.L., T.S., P.T., I'm gonna miss you all!

Melanie Cleveaux bequeath to Jenn Penn my friend, an infinite supply of ketchup, a car because her parents are not going to buy her one, M & M's (plain), and an endless summer at Hampton Beach with the Italian Stallion and Frosty (for me), a key to my house to Michelle St.G. so she can have a party there, a new panda bear to Tracie McCain because I'm not giving her's back to her, her Barbie doll pool to Lolita Lipa, my Barbie doll kitchen to Nikki Marsocci, and finally, the best of everything and much happiness to all my friends!!!

Brian Coburn bequeath the perfect woman, the perfect hat and all the gum in the world to Michelle. A person of the actual female persuasion for Lukey; a Friday night alone at home for Franky + his girlfriend, and finally everything my brother Jim Coburn ever wanted.

Kristin Coia bequeath my love, respect, and admiration to my friends since gone who have guided me in growing, learning, and feeling and to taking part in the future which we shall share together; a copy of "War & Peace" to Lori E. in hopes that she won't cheat and just see the movie and also the patience to sit down and write the unwritten; and a cozy car fully equipped with central heat for those cold winter nights to Thea D.; arrivererci!

Michael Colonier bequeath the Winnabego on Rt. 3 to J.T.C., a new flashlight to the woodsmen, a license to K.H., a new hat to Webe, a car stereo to Jay and Nicole, a lime for Bubba to get his girls around, a G.P.A. to Joe, to Jesse a pad of Cuba Stogie and to Sean and anybody I forgot 1 night on Washington Oak.

James T. Cole bequeath a map of Mass. to Mike C., a real job to Sean F., a gold watch to Steve Fratus, the license plate -Pt-504- to Jay Case, a motion detector from all the woodsmen to Joe D., and a set of Walkie Talkies and all my love to Kristen Henry! And to myself and Keith H. a one way
ticket to New Orleans!

Tina Cole bequeath my good times at CHS to D.K. and Brian Murphy.

Sandra Colvin bequeath Michelle Slate a pair of boots I haven’t bought yet, a sense of direction for the nights she doesn’t know where she’s going and all the happiness in the world with E.T., and to Tina Quaranta, all the luck in her remaining years at CHS, and to my sister hope the guy of her dreams.

Shane Colvin bequeath some sense to M.C. to know when to stop me before I blow it (all the time), ID to M.V.Z. so we don’t have to drive all over RI on Fridays looking to buy some “motts”, “K. Stone” credit card to R.P. (he will go over the limit), and a large frosty to Jos. T. OH Boy!

Jennifer Conti bequeath to Debb, Craig, Adie, Keith, and Kelly thanks for being there for me. To Debi, our nights of driving down Tiogue Ave. To Kelley, about four rolls of toilet paper for when we go out on Saturdays. To Kerri L., I hope your senior year is as good as mine.

Susan Correia bequeath her own mall and a date (and many more!) with Rocco to my sister Renee; happiness with Jay always to Jenn Lambert; a life-time supply of pens to Shane Colvin; the perfect boy friend to Donna; and a great future to Karen, Donna, Julie, Jen B., and Wendy.

Melissa Cote bequeath a salute to Captain Morgan for two more fun nights (8/17-18/90) and the ability to say alphabet to K.P.; also my ability to bank a “race-car” to J.W., J.K., and K.K.

Dawn Crowe bequeath a trip to Australia and all the M&Ms to Carol K. Remember Peter. “Geeny get the cart!”. To Donna B., a car and a bottle of Pepsi and extra Contact. To Karin D., a life with Mark. To Kendra J., a life with Dave. Melanie, have a great senior year, Clink Clack Clunk Click! Shutup Mel I’m trying to sleep. Whaaata?

Lauria Curran bequeath a radar detector to Laura B., a new pair of skis + the memories of the good times that we had + our everlasting friendship to one of my best friends Laura Charron, a life supply of fruit loops, a car that she can drive and our friendship so it will last forever to my other best friend Danielle Sargent. And the best of luck to all my friends(I love ya).

Sharon Dean bequeath to Kris G. my deepest thoughts and the secrets she has told me. Good luck in the future with the guys to Christine Gadoury.

Donald DeAngelis, Jr. bequeath my eternal love and devotion to Joyce DeCiantis and my family, and my word to my father that I will attempt to be as good and kind a person as he was.

James Dailey bequeath being of sound body, but probably not of sound mind to Barry, a car he can’t tip over; to Chris, as much success he can take without becoming egotistical; to Tim, a lifetime supply of Monty Python tapes and viking suits; to Jon, the sanity to be able to put up with his brother; to Jim Connor, a watch so he can get somewhere on time at least once in his life; to Thor, a set of 1000 lb.

Dan and Jen, my thanks, happiness, and all hype; to Craig, protection from Steve and Frank’s paintballs. My writers cramp to anyone I don’t particularly like. Last, but definitely not least, I bequeath to Kristen my heart, love, and patience to put up with a pain like myself.

J. Greg Daniels bequeath to Dave a pack of wismilaks, to Mike S. some real speakers, to Bill all my lunch trash from the year, to my sis good luck and to all one draw!

Keith Danna bequeath a quart of oil to all the Fords in the parking lot.

Sean Deary bequeath my 1969 Dodge Dart to Mark Pare in hopes that he can drive a real car.

Debbie DeCiantis bequeath my car keys to Michelle M. so she will never have to wait at Casa Lupita again. To Michelle G. a chicken sandwich. To Crystal T. I give M.F. and my everlasting friendship. Thanks for everything! One more lunch to Michelle Saint G. Good luck to C.T., M.M., K.G., L.S., S. B., and A. V.

Patricia DePalma bequeath all the hairspray in the world to Robyn D. and Cindy C. so that when we go out their hair will not move! To Carly S. a friendship that will never come to an end!

Lori Deschene bequeath to K.R. a bat with D&A’s name on it and all expense paid trip to Park City. To N.M. a refrigerator to keep her drink boxes cold. To Jamie L. and Mike S. my big mouth; to B.B. a friendship that can withstand anything. To G.D. and PeeWee a night under the stars with that special gravity thing. To K.P. a new pair of sneakers since his are well done. To Nikki W. “My Toyota” and to Chris Sweet something special.

Robert Dobbing bequeath a Bic razor to Jay Houle so you can shave in between classes. To PeeWee I leave a rope and an apple so you can hog tie anyone at anytime. To Greg Daniels I leave another night of camping with that gravity thing and a real car. To David Whitmore I give you a ride home so you don’t have to walk further than you have to. To Brian Ick I leave you and the North End Frisbee/Hot Potatoe Club a roof-proof frisbee. To Kelley Powers I leave you a free car wash just in case you happen to stumble across a “Lori” while camping. To Kristen Rawson I leave you my Bruins shirt and a diploma. To Mike Simoneau I leave you a night of fun in the Vette.

Thea Donnelly bequeath to my once dearest friends Anna and Jen S. a quick, easy senior year with lots of fond memories and all the love I can give to Rob, and plenty of love to Kris; and the best of everything to Jen M. Hooch + cooch.

Shannon Donovan bequeath a map of Parker Woodland, a man named “John”, and a copy of “The Sound of Music” to Anne; a balloon to Chris K; a short cut, a potato puff, and 1.5g NaNO2 to Dave; a perfect 18 and a blinking vector to Chris A; twenty dollars to Mark; a bottle of Nair to Gerson; Matt’s lips to the trumpet section; a jack and an ironing board to Rob; a relapse, some keys, and a rugburn to Jay; a soda to Mr. P.; a box of tongue depressors to Homer; a million dollars to Mr. P. Smith so he can coach girls track again; a pin maker, a spill proof cup, and a new horn to Mr. Smith (WAAY TRAPPED!); and a big “Thank You” to everyone that has put up with me for the past 4
years!

Karen Doucette bequeath much happiness and success to my good friends Susan C., Donna B. and Dawn C.

Betty Downes bequeath all my good bunking days to Dave Gosselin and Lauri Lollar and good luck to my sister Dawn Costa. Good Luck to all my friends.

Damien Downes bequeath to Andy my luck involving cars and guns; to Bob my luck involving cars and trees; to Michele copies of all my stories (even the book); and to the rest of my friends, I leave this thought: “If there is a universal mind, must it be sane?”

Nicole Dube bequeath one night at the “real” hotel in Leningrad to the Soviet travellers; a lock on the hotel room door to Wendy B.; a nice JEWISH boy to Julie B.; a lifetime maid for Sue Geer; and a driver’s license to Esther.

Michael Dugas bequeath the 12 days of Christmas socks to M. Madonna; a radar detector to S. Warrender; another champion shirt to M. Collucci; a maid to Nat Vadaboncour to clean his car and a diploma to T. Ramalou.

Edward Drake bequeath all the happiness to those who stand beside me and that I make happy. Mom, Dad, Karen, Jennifer, Mr. and Mrs. Muise, Anthony and Andrea with all my love.

Eric Duprey bequeath the word to Evan, a dull and boring year to the French class I leave behind, and a few more unfortunate students for Mrs. Ricci to torture.

Mary Dupuis bequeath a real smile from me to all of my friends so that they can remember me with one! To my best friend Sandy, I give you the friendship we almost destroyed over a guy. And I would like to give a special thanks to Mrs. Baxter!

Donovan Durand bequeath an invitation to Lenny to go out with his friends (if his girlfriend lets him). And 2 extra paychecks to Dave M. so he will have enough money to go places and he won’t make me pay!

Jeff Dyson bequeath to my golf partner Brent Downing, a whole summer of lessons to finally shoot as well as I do. To Mr. Macomber, all the patience he needs to handle the next DECA class as well as the class of 1991. And to Elen B., all of my love.

Angel H. Ecklar bequeath strength to all trash bands cause you need it with all them people who always don’t understand what life is about. Good luck to Dedlok and all my love to Jason Pelletier.

Effie Mary Erakiis bequeath Trish a pair of gloves to hold on with; Beverly “that’s a good idea!”; enough food to last till Cort gets home to Christine; good service at Steve’s to Steph R.; pickles to Jodi S.; Miss Universe crown to Des’; to Alyce a guy to send flowers to; Missy memories of the good ole days, cows, pigs, and teriyaki; Long talks in the old neighborhood to my best friend Cindi; tap shoes to Bobby; Finally, to you Jay, nachos, a “crisp” night, a fire and me; C.P., C.F., B.B., T.M., S.L., G.D., B.D., M.W., C.S., J.B., L.L., S.R., love you all!

Lori Eddy bequeath a Skor bar, a beach house and Jordan (of course) to Deanna; a straw and the ugly dude at Safty-Mart to Carol; a couple of totally awesome dudes to Heather and Michealla; an ear always there to listen to Desiree; War and Peace to Kris; and some Chinese food that we never got around to getting to Missy.

Allen Edwards bequeath to Craig Dury all my girl problems and hope he has lots of fun in the years to come.

Lenny Edwards bequeath my Chevy Camaro to Wayne Johnson so he will have a real car instead of that Ford Mustang; all my good times at CHS to my brother Andy; all my love to Tammy; and goodbye to all my friends at CHS.

Kevin Feeley bequeath cheesecake to Mazil; a job to Lazy-D; a stogies each to Killer and Hogan; a lower forehead to Korus; courage to Schloht; powerful lungs to the asthma boy; a speeding ticket to Warrender; non-Champions to Collucci; my coaching ability to Madonna; the bus back to Smitty; walrus boy to Dave and Scoota; and peace and cheez to everyone I forgot to mention.

Shawn Feeney bequeath Traci Clark all the love I can give her and a new car; to Kathy a new radar detector and her five dollars; to Cindy more donuts and luck with John. To Danielle hope we all can be friends again; see ya later: J.Y., Parker, and A.F.R.O.T.C.

David Ferrance bequeath a full group of Dura Ace SII to Bruce; 140 feet and a cruller to Maragarita; and a smile to Michelle.

Michelle Ferreira bequeath a real brush, a vegetable tray, a snow cone, and the ability to chew properly to Jen R.; a good morning to Shelby L.; a cat with no strings attached to Renee; an OH PLEASE to Shannan L.; and air particles to Mae Sue.

Anthony Ferretti bequeath all of my love and awesome times to Chad, John G., Paul S., Kelly G., and Barbara O. I want to give all my love to mom, dad, Al, and especially Kathi H. for all the good times we’ve had and for all the time you spent with me I LOVE YOU!!

Christopher Field bequeath to all the guys I leave another broken phone and walk to Newport Creamery; the Holy Grail and a real car to Craig; a real post read end to Brian; another ride through time in the Monte to Jesus. Homey gets a new hibachi! Good luck to abandoned!

Wendy Field bequeath the keys to the darkroom to Jenn Brodeur; good luck to my brother Mike; and many thanks to my brother Chris and the “Hooldums.”

Sean Finney bequeath to the woods man no more knocks in the night and a package of cookie dough; a real crane to Jimmy T.; a tie to Mike C.; a reversible sweater to Tim B.; all my gratitude to the Coventry Police for being so nice (really); a real name to Dereck Fishman; and to everyone to be as dirty and ugly as we were.

Dereck Fish bequeath to Matt N. a 10,000 watt stereo system, a pair of ear plugs (so he doesn’t go deaf), and a decision book to decide between the girls; a screen door to Judah; ten foot swells and a girl with three to Jared; a box of Atenase bags to Tara (so that she will always be protected); a big yellow box to Melissa M. and best of luck to all my friends.
Christine Flyntz bequeath to Trish M. the ability to have a clue when we tell a joke; to Bev B. a pair of boxing gloves and a cobbabton so she can have a FAIR rematch; to both of them a little bit of mental telepathy; to Effie E. a nice big, healthy, hot, nourishing meal to tide her over; and to the "Rough Riders" my everlasting friendship. You guys are "EXCELLENT!" T.M., B.B., T.F., S.R., and E.E.

Jeff Fontaine bequeath a Prelude to Ron P.; a boat ride to Cindy P.; a car door to Bill R.; a set of wings to Bob K.; and to Mel C. my brother.

Jamie Fournier bequeath a six pack of Coca-cola to Lori F. for each new day, and to Bonni L. or anyone who needs it a bottle of Pepto and a lifetime supply of "Top Hats".

Heather Francis bequeath to Lorie E. a portable bathroom; to Carol Kowal (a great friend) the peach man, a certain bench at garter park, and chocolate; to Deanna T. something more original than Jordan K.- an everlasting bosom friendship and a guy with no hair; to Michaela G. (another great friend) my everlasting friendship and a cart to get around in when her car doesn’t work; to Aaron L., Paula Abdul and the best of luck. Best of luck to everyone. Love ya!

Lynn Fusco bequeath the best of luck to the Class of 1991 and to Charlie whom I love. Best of luck to my sister, Joyce.

Christine Gadoury bequeath to Sha a "ch" so one day she will spell my name right; to Sue all the fun times we ever had; to Shawn A. a "Smile" because we both need it, thanks for being there when I really needed it.

Dion Gagliano bequeath to D.B. & C.B. a bit of laziness; E.S. height; T.R. graduation; K.F. money; M.T. muscles; M.O. a baseball contract from the Reds; J.K. a bandana to cover his forehead.

Tim Gallagher bequeath to Roger Greene an unlimited supply of late passes, to Greg Lacombe a roll of duct tape, and to Mr. Rinaldi a bat to solve his freshman problem.

Kelly Gallup bequeath to Barb my car because we all know she will never get one; to Sue a never ending supply of Breyers ice cream; to Jen, many more Saturdays with you know who; to everyone else thanks for being there for me.

Debra Gambini bequeath all the good times to Debbie A., Paul B., & Nikki G. "No more cheating in Math T.B. & A.G.". Best of luck to Chris Berger. All my love to Scott Berger. Best of luck to the class of 1991.

Kristen Garcia bequeath a bowl of lettuce to Zita; a name tag that says "I'm Angela, pleased to meet you" to Angela; a vacation to Elisha G.; the best luck and happiness to Crystle, Julie, and Michelle; a tall blond with blue eyes to Jeff; and a membership to hunters anonymous and all my love to Scott.

Brian Gaunitz bequeath to Hot Rod and Mike T. some common sense, to Eric G. and Chad F. some fighting lessons, to Jeff P. a bottle of courage, all the good times in the Powers Mobile to anyone who could survive them, and the best of luck to all my friends . . . it's been real.

Susan Geer bequeath a C.G.A. with a C.B.A. in hand to Ginga: 1000 more hours of gossip and lunch with Ray to Lin S.; an eternal winning streak in pool and someone who'll be there for her as much as she was for me to Elisha G.; a dance that can beat anyone to Nikki W.; a back handspring to Tracey M.; all my love and a promise to always be there to Scott W.;

David Gosselin bequeath all my suspensions to my brother and Arthur S.

Amy Gower bequeath to Mike C a pack of gum. To Lisa (Jim) a helmet and goggles for the next car she gets, all the money she needs for the Berlinetta Fund, a pair of shoelaces, a person to check with when I'm not around and always remember "Don't let Grady see!" Thanks for all the fun times. To my soccer buddy Heath, a real curfew, some Advil, and the ability to be mean to someone. To my "inseperable" friend Holliane a CB, another night of "you've lost that loving feeling" and $2.00 so the next time we go to the beach we don't have to park in someone's driveway. Thanks for everything, I love you guys.

Elisha Grant bequeath the E.G. hotline for life to Sue G., a 'nice' boyfriend and my patience to Julie B.; To my Russia roomies . . . "If they only knew"; to Jay K., a new CIC hat & eternal gossip; to Kristen G one more insult; to Scott W, 180 more pens; to Mike D. . . . nevermind; my grades, study habits, and tolerance to Jess, love ya sis!; to Keith, a geranium plant, and all my love to the Wednesday football team & George.

Michaella Gumpson bequeath an innocent mind to Heather, the best friend anyone could have; a huge box of chocolates to Carol; a night alone to Cheryl; good luck with J.B. to Sue; a towelette to Lorie; a guy with no hair and peace between friends to Deanna; and the best of luck to Class of '91.

Nicole Grenier bequeath fun, love, and Laughs to Debbie A., Craig M., Debbie G., Paula B., Cha H., Chad P., and Wayne P. I also wish good luck to my brother Michael G.; and a green station wagon with fake paneling to Debbie Andrews.

Roger Greene bequeath a case of duct tape to Tim Gallagher "for those rig 'em up situations!"

Angel Gutierrez bequeath all my love to Katherine Conlan; my brain to Anthony Patraca; and all the good times at Ronnie's Pond.

Cha Hall bequeath to my friends Nikki G., Bonni L., Jodi S., and Lynn F. some more awesome partying memories.

Jennifer Hartman bequeath a new kid, a UPS guy, a N.E. telephone man, a game of pictionary and tokens for pool to MF, JR, and SL (one of the nicest people I know!). To HS a home run; to Diane a box of taffy, a James Taylor song, nights full of questions and John Hughes films (a budda budda budda ah ah ah!) And to Geoff, a night of dancing in the snow in Maine. 1-4-3-7 Fatt!

Kathy Hartley bequeath all my love to Keith Gibb! To Kel, Barb, "M", "T", Sue, Bumbie, Heebert, and Shannon thanks for a good 4 years! to Mr. Whetstone, slow and stupidness for the rest of your natural born life.

Owen Haynes bequeath to Anthony Calci a Chevy truck and to Allan Calci a set of chrome Roll Bars.
Christine Hebert bequeath all my love to Scott; to Shannon a case of Trident gum so she won’t ask me for any anymore; to Chrissy M., another great night at the Lima’s!! Jen R. and Michelle F. a map to find themselves a new place to hang out. Kathy and Kelly thanks for the great times in art class. Kelly please try and stay on your feet!! Good luck to the rest of my friends!!

Nora Henley bequeath to Brady, Kristin, and Andrea, another weekend in Maine; and a pillow for Kris; a case of shaving cream to Brandy so she can get me back; fame to the abandoned; a brighter headlight to Nikki, so she won’t run over any more curbs; and to MS, LB, CB, NH, MP, “Dan the Man”, EH, LA, and all the rest thanks for the good times.

Dan Hickey bequeath (semi!) forgiveness to Randy O. for destruction of the Renault; a hairstyle to Ken D.; to Rick T., real luck in the music business (God help him); to Brian D. and Charlie S. economical cars and to Jeff C., a real football team. REDSKINS RULE!!!

Rob Higley bequeath my car, “the brown beauty” to Todd B.; a show to Jeff W.; Class D.J. to Jeff D.; and a perfect driving record to Tommy R.

Eveline Holstius bequeath to Heather Andersen a large bucket so the next time she goes sailing she won’t get sick all over the place, also a box of razors so she can shave her legs the next time we get stranded on an island, a portable toilet, money to pay you back for the everything I borrowed; a load of money so she won’t have to borrow from me anymore, and finally a bottle of new nail polish so she can get rid of the same one she’s been using since we were Freshmen. To Kristen Bell I leave 10 pairs of “Ducks” since she can’t get her size in “Keds”; Lessons in playing pool so it won’t take her 3 hours to play one game; a sunny day so we can go out without it raining; and finally a year’s supply of “Rolo’s” and “Jully Ranchers” to Kristen and Heather so they won’t get the “urge”. And to Lauren Ferucci and Kim Rego their own Hair Salon.

Bill Horne bequeath all my mechanical ability to Keith Chapman.

Jason Houle bequeath a weekend pass to Bob D.; a run down Tuckermans to Shelly W.; a carrot to Greg D.; some real clothes to Eric George and another wonderful year at CHS to Melissa A.

Nicole Huffman bequeath Keri L. a hair color; Kris L. a real boyfriend; Laura B., Jim and a taxi sign for your truck; to Nora a puzzle so that you won’t scream in my ears while I am driving, and good taste in picking out Next years Christmas gifts. MaryAnn bad grades in college since you received to many good ones in HS. A great tolerance of this school to my sister who still has three more years (haha). Good luck to all of my friends still in this school and great happiness to all of those who are graduating in 1991, the best class ever.

Crisa Hughes bequeath my awesome attitude and friendliness to Sue Riley; to Missy, Tara, Gina, Karen and Jill I leave four days in Etolliikake with Bill. To MaeSue the ability to avoid trees; to Mike - Pumpkin - all my love forever; and to CM - things aren’t always what they seem and things that seem too good to be true usually are - remember that when you know who gets bored and decides it’s time to move on. - trust me - he will.

David Iannotti bequeath to Chris a Sunday afternoon voyage to Jimbo’s, and a night at the Harris-Sea Ranch Motel. To Chad a helmet for our death rides and a visit to Sharkey’s Garden. To Gregg a hempen walking stick for our Nature Hikes. Yeah man! and to all one draw.

Lorinda Jackson bequeath a can of glade to Lolita; a new Penn State Sweatshirt, another party weekend at my house, and a date with John K., and Scott P. to Jenn P., many more adventurous nights of being rebels and our “us” tape to Sue Paul, 30 hrs. in a day to Nikki M., so she can spend more time with Brett, a real boyfriend other than Jason J., my wardrobe, and a never-ending friendship to Jenn M.

Wayne Johnson bequeath all my good times and fast cars to anyone who can handle them.

Jamie Kennish bequeath to Kristen Rawson- a poor farm beverage, another night like the first, a bottle of Nair Hair Remover and a bottle of Lysol, to Bob Dobbing a bag of “Sma Foo”, to Suzanne Lavioe a Kit Kat, to Michelle Morgan a straw hat, to Jay Houle an ID that doesn’t grow on your face, to Nicole Walshe a magic stick, and the “wheat thins” an everlasting wheat field.

Carol Kenyon bequeath you know who to Deanna T. for ultimate happiness; chocolate, hairspray, and power to Carol K.; and happiness, love, and the best of everything to all my friends. It’s been memorable

Amber Kettelle bequeath a pair of socks to Lauren S.; a luncheon at the Marriott to Melissa G.; all my apologies to Diane R.; the ability to say the it to Jenna R.; lunch at McD’s to the Li-pa; best wishes to Michelle F.; someone who loves her to Heada M.; a big thanks to Walter L. for always making me smile; to Sara G. a new brother that’s less aggravating and to Shahn L. pizza for a lifetime, a decrease in her pay, our “special” talks, friendship forever, and all my love along with many thanks. Also to all my friends, the ability to say Amber and not Amba. - that includes you Jen H. - thanks Hollie.

Alyssa Klein bequeath Crystal T. ... Do you not know what I’m bequeathing you? A weeks worth of turtlenecks, and a pretty, paddy, pity, party; a business of her own to sell English assignments to Jen H.; lots of luck to Ellen B., Laura C., Michelle M., and Debbie D.; and I leave all of the great times and memories of CHS to my sister, Tammy. I love ya!

Steve Knott bequeath all the luck in the world to Ron L., Jay K., Mike W., and Jeff P.; and alot of love to my girlfriend, Joyce Fusco. I love you Joyce. 4-eva your my #1 Roni!!!

Jay Korus bequeath all my chess knowledge and a big G.E.E. to Matt O.; some muscle and to Ron L.; a 99 cents mum to Tort; a cutie to Dion; a new girl for Steve; a beauty of a pool stick to Elisha; and all the luck in the world to Kev F., Greg L., Art S., Mike C., Darren M., Reggie, Scott W., Kris R., Lori D., Alyce P., and Steph R.

Caroline Kowal bequeath a bag of Ranch Doritos to Michaella ; John’s tail to Heather; all my eagles’ tapes to Deanna; polka dot man and many more nights at Rascals to Lorie; a pair of tan pants to Carol; a pair of dancing shoes to Keri; and my typing grade to Regha.

Greg Lacombe bequeath a pair of toe shoes to Shannan L.; a radar detector to Jeff; a helmet to Tim G.; an ‘A’ to Elisha
G.; a movie pass to Greg L.; a car to Jay K.; and time to do homework to Rusty L. To Jeff a couple of extra gallons of gas, an awful, awful and an "A" for imagination for all my great nicknames.

Aaron Laramee bequeath a Dodge Daytona and a lifetime supply of gum to Mike D.; a good speaking voice to Mark B.; a steel bumper to Deanna T.; an all concert T-shirt wardrobe to Jeff Y.; a full color poster of Stoutzenberger to Tim B.; and all my love to Amy B.

Kristen LaRoche bequeath a real boy friend to Marlene; a second set of keys to Nikki; a rim to Laura B., so she knows what it is; some real music to Shannan; and all my love to Jason Poland.

Suzanne Lavoie bequeath a never ending friendship to Shelley W.; a night at Providence with the other two Ferley sisters (Shelley Weinand & Nicole Walshe); maybe just a midnight stroll, a spider bite (and some cort-aid to heal it) to Effie; a James Taylor concert and a night out to the Rocky Horror Picture Show to Shelley W., Angela V., and Sue B.; a Kit-Kat to Jamie Kennish; a night out to "J", "P", and "O" at Chiles; a kiss on the hand to Bob Dobing; and singing lessons to Mickey.

Brooke Lawrence bequeath my expert fire fighting skills to Eric Galloway.

Shannon Legein bequeath a new brand of cologne to Walter; a limo ride to Diane; a "nicest person" doll to Jen H.; oh please Michelle; a broken phone, fewer "dots", and love and luck forever to Allison; straight hair, chance lessons, a prom gown that stays up and love and good times to Jennifer; gas money, another library talk, and VB so she can look in the mirror straight, & love & friendship 4ever to Amba; a job; a bowl of Tang, a secret in the sand, & all my love to Matthew; and the ability for everyone to learn how to spell my first name!

Walter Lemek bequeath all my good times at CHS to ML, SN, MK, GC, KD, and all my love to JR, SL, AK, MF, and especially Heather M. and a professional football contract to JL, BC, BM, and all my athletic abilities to ML.

Alan Levesque bequeath my car to Brian Moffit so he has wheels to get home; my pronunciation of the French language to all underclassmen taking French classes.

Thomas Levellie bequeath to my best friend Jeremy Bailey best wishes in college.

Bonni Lian bequeath all my excuses for everything to anyone who can remember them all. The best of luck to Westbay Class of "91" and all my love to GS, JS, CH, AD, LF, TY, and everyone I forgot. Thanks for all the good times.

Kim Lindsey bequeath some deep dark chocolate + funky cartoons to Nikki Walshe friends forever Cha!!! A girl without some sort of attitude to Scott O.; a diploma to Troy M., so he will finally get out of here; lots of luck and all the little guides clothes to my little buddy Jay H.; and to my brother Sean lots of luck + a pack of white sport socks so he won't have to borrow mine anymore; and last but not least lots of love to Pauli D.

Shannon Lindsay bequeath a box of Munchkins to Jeff L. and Chris H.; a Ford Tempo to Debbie A. in hopes she keeps this one on the road, and to Kerri C., Chris H., Kathy H., Debbie A., Paula B., Wendy R. and especially my brother Jack thanks for all the good times and laughs. All my love to Brian A.

Lolita Lipa bequeath a Nike sign to Nikki M., a can of ravioli and the song "The Rose" to Kerri R.; a mirror & a bad seed to Dez; an empty house so she can throw a party to Mel C.; a can of easy cheese and a cake to Nikki W.; the ability to side step a black diamond to Jen P.; a balloon to fill all the air in her head with to Lorinda J.; a designated driver award to Tracie M.; all the muscles in the world to Jay C.; Noopy to Kris R; to my sister lots of thanks for always being there; a store full of K-things to Marc C.; lots of love & thanks for keeping me so happy to Chris H. and to the class of '91 all the love, laughs, tears, hopes and dreams we have shared through the years.

Ron Lobianco bequeath a hairpiece for his forehead to Jay K.; one more chess game on a Saturday night to Matt O.; the Mario Andretti off road award to Jay C., and a big GEE to Matt T and Alisha G and Scott W.

Lauri Lollar bequeath my love and good luck in your senior year to Dave Studley.

Christopher Lowell bequeath a four-year supply of pens to Mike S. so he never runs out and my GPA to my brother Dave.

Jamie Lukowicz bequeath Ramone a new Vette. to Hogie a stogy, goat a little extra polo for the years to come, Brian a little muscle and a real girl, Frank a little luck in the future with the Bookies. and to Nikki, Jen, Sue, and Mel a little cheerleading skills.

Shelby Lyons bequeath the ability to coordinate her clothes together and to get a joke right away and not five minutes later to Jeannine; the ability to not scream during movies to save it for more concerts to come and thanks for being my friend throughout the years to Michelle, my height, the ability to write normal and my friendship forever to Renee. Thanks for being my friends to MM, JR, JB, JP. Thanks to all of you for the best four years of high school!!!

Mike Madonna bequeath my tennis abilities to Art S. and Scott W.; a bandwagon to Tort so he will be able to jump on it; my bowling ability to Ray so he won't throw any more gutters'; a pair of hands to the Bookies. and to Nikki, Jen, Sue, and Mel a little cheerleading skills.

Mike Madonna bequeath my tennis abilities to Art S. and Scott W.; a bandwagon to Tort so he will be able to jump on it; my bowling ability to Ray so he won't throw any more gutters'; a pair of hands to the Bookies. and to Nikki, Jen, Sue, and Mel a little cheerleading skills.

Christine Mansour bequeath a biscuit nose to Marty Webber; a new ashtray to "Ralph"; in to Lisa Rose; a box of salt to Chris Hebert; a pair of new front teeth to Darlene Capozzi in case she breaks her again; a case of gum to Sue so she won’t have to scup off me anymore; and many more nights of listening to Zeppelin to Christian Sweet.

Esther Marcote de Juan bequeath to my friends some of my most valuable things. First of all I want to thank them for this great year I'm having. Julie B. can have my English-Spanish dictionary. I know that Nicole Dube loves French class, so she can have my French-English dictionary. I have reserved for Wendy B. my Spanish songs.
Darren Marinelli bequeath to Tort the body of Lee Haney. to Scott W. another driver's test, Scott S. another legendary bus, Artie S. a piece of cheesecake and a pet monkey, Jay P., a new assortment of lingerie, Kevin F. some patience and six packages of silly putty, Reggie gets the quote "He's got the football", Mike M. receives the words "obviously" and "beautiful". Eric H., 18 pairs of blue underwear. Finally, a steady job for Todd R.

John Marks bequeath my awesome Snatch Mobile (car) to Chris Mansour and Sue Syintsakos.

Doug Marques bequeath my brother nothing and a football practice; a case of "keys" to Bone and Kappy and a license to Jim, so he can drive us around; some tea bags to Jay, "Ethel" to the crew; some scope to all of my friends; some "frills" to Jesse S., and Jeremy M.; and finally, my body to all those unlucky girls.

Nicole Marsocci bequeath to Nicole Walshe a trip to WaWa's in New Haven and a cold hearted anteater; to Jaime Windrow a very big umbrella; to Lolita Lipa a port-a-potty pack and Depand undergarments; to Missy White some unforgettable times to BI and Newport with BW and JP; to Jen Falco a copy of the movie The Toy and a Bee World Hunter, to Tracie McCain a personal hairdresser; to Lori Deschenes a non-frozen drink box; to Lorinda Jackson some common sense; to Jen Pendola the pendola push; to Kris Rawson one more party; to Mae Sue Rekas a night out with Hell's Angels; to Shane Colvin hugs and kisses; and to Marc Cantino a great friendship.

Tracey Matheny bequeath another junior prom to Julie B.; the return corner to Sue G.; a better taste in movies to Elisha G.; another 1990 summer to Greg L.; another trip to B.K. to Heather; a bid to nationals to the competition squad; all the twisters they can eat to Sue G. and Kelly P.; the brains of "Doogie" to Joe D.; all the patients in the world to Tim; and the best of luck to the class of '91

Noel Mathews bequeath all my money and material possessions to Jim Mcdonoughra because of the summer we had.

Alicia Mayette bequeath my personality and charm to Erin Meehan, and all my love to my best friend Brad Buckley.

Matt Maynard bequeath 1 350 hi-performance engine to Chris Field so that you know what real power feels like.

Tracie McCain bequeath Nikki W. the memory to return after she's borrowed them; to Nikki M. a clue and a life with B.W.; to Lolita a D.D. for all those party weekends I won't be with her and a parking meter. To Jen Palagi, Amy V., and FanCyn my ability to change a flat tire on Rt. 95. To Amy V. a dumbounded window dweller. To PJ a babysitter for all the parties I won't be there to watch over her. To Jen Pendola a guy that will treat her just as nice as she is. To Shelley W. her dream guy. To Shelly and Suzanne handcuffs so that they will never be separated. To Jackie another all the good times we had at BL's house. To Melissa (the big "A") a night at Coventry Pines and a party with "the Weebles". To Lorinda a life supply of bananas with Potassium. To Scoota a new nickname. To Mike a weekend alone with SW. And thanks to all my friends for all the great times. MA, CB, SW, NM, NW, AV, JP, JP, SL, MS, MC, LL, JR, JF, LJ, SA and HF.

Cynthia McCrae bequeath to Kath thanks for taking the rap, a better excuse, a true friendship for life. ... Traci all the good times going by the Hopkins Hill Fire Station ... Shawn a smaller appetite and a better job so you can pay us all back ... Bryan Johnson a thanks for always being there ... Lori Cote all the good times left from class of '91 ... Pete thanks for all the help in English ... Love ya guys, you're all true friends XOXO.

Tamy McMann bequeath to Hea M. all my "dorks" so she can be as miserable as I was and all the fun in the sun "Bermuda here we come, again!". To Tracy R. hopefully not too many more years at Almacs and an awesome Senior year.

Erin Meehan bequeath all the "good times," a full tank of gas, all the money in the world, my job, and happiness always to Tina Messier and Alicia Mayette.

Craig Miller bequeath 2 real vehicles to Bob and Deb so they can feel how it is to drive a Chevy and, also, to Deb all my love!

Neil Miller bequeath a little bit of me to all people at Coventry High - everybody wants some.

Trish Minor bequeath to Chris Flintz a new laugh so I don't make fun of her anymore and MM, Bev Bestwick a wardrobe of baggy pants and the ability to tell the "cop" how she really feels. To Effie Traktis a marriage counselor to help sort out her problems and some jawbreakers. To the ROUGHRIDERS everlasting friendship to CF, BB, TF, SR, EE, and KR. Also a night out with the RR to anyone who can handle it!

Chad Mitchell bequeath to CS "The Ninja" all the awesome times in Florida with the Green you know what "and girls with good looks. But don't forget the times at the Wolfe Wash! GARY! To Dave I bequeath the famous saying "I love Jimbo Roaches" and an "AA" meeting with a new license so you don't smash another "AnnWagon." "LOVE YA GUYS"; To Sue you know who, a candle light dinner at sunset in hopes she will find a true love, not to mention any names! To Bill and Charlie I bequeath a real Chevy and the number twenty in hopes I reach that many victims! Have faith in me guys!

Veronica Mol bequeath a bucket to Dawn P.; Jen a house without a fence; Becki R., Kim S., Lisa R., all the good looking rich lawyers in the world; Adrein B., I leave food so maybe she will eat; to BR and KS tell me lies (sweet lies); Ha. Love ya guys. And all my love to Scott for the rest of our lives.

Keith Morean bequeath all the copyrights to Fly to the Angles and an extra weekend to all of my friends, you know who you are! Plus, $54 to be put to good use. Chad, keep my shirt.

Michelle Morgan bequeath Diane R. the ability to stay awake long enough to make chocolate chip cookies at 3 A.M., eat them, and watch Dirty Dancing 5 more times. Crystle T. another day on the bus for old times sake. Terry B. a pen and a piece of gum for every day of his life, many more nights at the beach, and all of the love I am able to give. Ditto.

Timothy Nash bequeath whatever is left of my 1973 Dodge
Dart to Mike P., so he can drive a real car; to the Freshman Class President, 3 years at the high school without me; to Kelli D., a short, ugly underclassman to carry her books next year and all our good times at CHS; and to all my friends, Good luck!

Jeannine Nester bequeath a new boyfriend to my sister Helen, hopefully one day you’ll find a new man; MT to Renee P., maybe one day you will get him, thanks for the best 4 years of high school you’re the best; all my good advice to Shannon B.; an endless supply of lunch money to Jen T., hopefully you’ll never starve; and the opportunity to meet Donnie Wahlberg to Shelby L. Thanks for everything. I love you all!

Jennifer Noon bequeath the house next door to Niki Mol; a real life to everyone who works at McDonalds; all my love to Jeremy and Peace and love to Scott.

Chris Nowicki bequeath to Al Deus a real car, many happy Hannuka’s to come, and a smugglers blues shirt to wear when he goes out stealing.

Marianne Novak bequeath to Ed (Big Ed) Drake a lifetime of love with Jen M.; a major breakthrough acting role to Heath P. (No love scenes, puhleez! ha!); to Sue G. an excuse for being to energetic on Monday mornings. Finally, but definitely not forgotten, all my love and devotion forever to my “Teddy Bear” Joey Brousseau.

Wendy O’Brien bequeath to Jenn Noon a set of windpipes that never run out of air; a perfect man to Mae Sue and a bucket to catch her tears in; to Kevin Condi a lifetime supply of Swedish fish; to Travis Dinges a pair of handcuffs; Score fake ID’s to Jeff H. and Steve T. To Linda, my sister, all the doughboys ship. And to Chris all the roses in the world. A forgiving and loving heart that always put up with me. And all my love for a lifetime and more.

Matt Olney bequeath SL hope for adoption; a football scholarship to all the Wednesday Boys; Dion G. a taste in good music; Jay K. and Ron L. hair for the future.

Scott Osterman bequeath “Scotta” B. black skin that he is missing; Artie S. skull so he can get ahead on life; Kim S. a rain coat and galoshes for those rainy dates; Michael S. a real Vetlife; Greg Daniels an endless supply of popcorn; Melissa M. lights, pictures, etc.; Dave I. the title of ZigZag man; and to all a good night.

John Owen bequeath to Bob L. a new pair of boots and to Rob B. a diploma.

Alyce Pagliarini bequeath a wedding ring to Jodi Skurka; the three D’s and all the stores in Providence to Desiree Washington; a decrease in his ego to Dion Gagliano; a new attitude to Jim S.; all my intimate secrets to Rich Pendola; a return of advice on men to Effe E. and Chris F.; myself to Chris Keenan; the answer to the question “Why is there only one shoe in the road” to Mike S. and Chris B.; an everlasting hug to Chris B.; a tattoo and friendship to Amy and Sarah Pag; one white rose and its meaning to Chad Mitchell; and great memories to J.S., D.W., R.P., E.E., K.R., C.F., B.B., T.M., K.F., C.B., M.S., L.J., H.L., J.M., C.K., and Ron L.

Kerri Paine bequeath my friendship forever to Jill M.; a broom to Jay H. so he can sweep my yacht; a diploma to the hood; a jar of decaf coffee to Ms. Huling for all the help and encouragement she has given me; good luck in their school year; to my brothers and sister; a vacation (they need it) to my parents; and all my love to my beautiful son, Cory. Love Ya all!

Heath Pangman bequeath an invitation to the Oscars to Mrs. Howell for the night I receive one; 800 home runs in one season to Ed. D.; everlasting peace to Richard, Fred, and Denise; an over lapping slouch to Sarah A.; all my heart and soul to the one who owns them . . . you know who you are; and for our generation to at least accomplish one of everyone’s big dream, God knows we ALL need IT.

Rich Pendola bequeath to S. C. a real cooler to M. C. the MVP of the C.B.A.; to Bev B. some of my lines so she can fit in; to Jen P. a ride to school; and to Lynn A. all my love.

Jeff Pennington bequeath my good grades to my sister Nicole; my excellent marksmanship to Scott, my camouflage to Matt and all my charm to Neil.

Renee Pepin bequeath the use of the drive-up window instead of the night time deposit box to Jennine; two new brothers so I can have hers; my everlasting friendship and all my green M&M’s to my best friend Shelby; the ability to stand on chairs without getting hit in the nose with ceiling fans and avoidance of almost margers in the future to Michelle; B. M., J. P. and the best of luck to Jamie. Thnaks for the four best years to S. L., J. N., and M. F.

Anthony Petrarca bequeath to all the jocks a pair of red reeboks.

Maryann Petrarca bequeath a can of corn and a dill pickle to Jim C. every May 26th; a case of depends to Lorie E. for her “cinema bladder,” a “Baa” to Melissa L. and Karen D.; to Laura every magic bar in the world; to Nora a new attitude and never ending smile; to Rob H. my gracious thanks for helping me survive Physics; to Julie B. money for every problem she helped me with; to Colleen one great big cheek-pinchining smile; to Jackie all the X-country meets in the world; to D. M. a “told” and the “eyebrow proverb” - remember to raise your brow in interest, but don’t shave it in stupidity; to Nikki the courage to eat in front of the guys and the ability to move her mouth when she talks; to Jenn N. the “motivation” to sleep late on Sundays; to Sarah the patience to deal with my comments about the freshmen in our Italian class; Giuseppe the courage to continue Italian; and to Laura another night of “pumpkin carving,” hiking and memory lane. Did you find the river yet? Steve thanx for rescuing me. It’s something I’ll never forget.

Chad Piccozzi bequeath good times to all my friends: Tony, John, Paul S., Keith M., Keith D., and one of my favorites Bobby. Thanks Ma and Dad for helping me through everything; and Ms. Huling the greatest teacher alive.

Susan Piche bequeath to Sarah a one-way ticket to Twin Peaks, to Heath a question, How tall are smurfs?, to Donna all my money; to Jenn a scholarship to Gzmonic Institute and an internship aboard the “spaceship of love”; to Blanca a cute, lovable Mexican; to Dawn “Ugh!”, “There’s a hard thing in my burgher;” to Bridge the ability to be in two places at once so you don’t get caught sneaking in late; and to my beloved Vinny, all my love for eternity.
Jason Plummer bequeath a mustang GT to Darren M. in hopes that he will learn to drive faster; an extra hat to Artie S. in case he loses his on the way to the beach; a never ending supply of tennis raquets to Todd R; since he breaks one every time we play; my excellent tennis ability to Chris R.; my fisherman's hat to Kevin F.; and a successful junior year to Todd R.

Kelly Powers bequeath to Chris K. an igloo for when they shut down the bathrooms, knowledge of how to stop at red lights, an extra five girls so he can beat me in the race; to Rusty L. another night in the car; to Benny S. a doll; to Brian G. a temper on Friday nights; to Chad F. a real "empty;" and to Shane, Jen R., and all their friends "A real night out." "Cajun Crew '91'.

Justin Pomfret bequeath all my musical talent to the class musicians.

Jeff Pride bequeath a map and a towel to Chris R.; a black belt in T.K.D., some new nicknames, and an Aweful Aweful with yimmies; a new cat to Mike C.; a big smile and an ice cube to Melissa G.; Laryngitis to Linda S.; a pididdle, some chocolate chip ice cream, and some quality time to Nikki W.; "Unchained Melody" and the memories of all the good times we had together (Bunky) to Laura Charron.

Tom Purvis bequeath my board to Brian Coy and my collection of tapes to Lee Struzk.

William Rasberry bequeath all my love to Michelle Moone and a Chevy to all Ford lovers.

John Raymond bequeath a car to Luke and some muscles to Hogie.

Holllane Reed bequeath to marshmellow some pool lessons so someday he will be able to beat me and more memorable times to look forward to; to Jo some real friends; to Heather to find me all the times she needs to be saved from Eric; to Amy my "inseperable" friend who drives me on the wrong side of the road, a box of kleenex so she doesn't have to use her shirt anymore, all the days of driving on the highway and home from the beach, the words to all the songs she can't figure out, and, hopefully, everyone she talks to will talk back so she does not feel that she is talking to a wall. Friends forever. Love Ya's all.

Mae Sue Rekas bequeath to Steph the ability to drive a car with power brakes, the nickname Chiquita, and a "Hi" in that special voice we both love; to Nikki M. a volume of books explaining "the guys" because they are all the same and a bell to put around you know who's neck; and to Chris Riggs all my love.

Rebecca Repass bequeath happiness, success, love, and blow pops to all my friends Mis, Ju, Lisa, Kim, Veronica, Dave P., D. R. L., and all my love to Michael.

Chris Reynolds bequeath to Jeff a last dance with Jess; to Scott S. my #1 spot and MVP award, and to Melissa a rose.

Stephanie Richard bequeath a "hi", a pair of window handles, and a new car to Mae Sue; all the details to Jen; a new rug and slippers to Diane; the ability to play volleyball to Matt A.; complaining to Chris R.; friendly service to Collette to Effie; a butterfly collection to Greg L.; and good luck to all my friends at CHS.

Ernie Robillard bequeath our song, papaya Punch, and more "detailed" talks to Jen Hartman; velcro to Jen R and Michelle F. so they will never be apart; forgiveness to Amber for all her apologies; another night of endless rhyming to MSTG; a free cobler, 3 a.m. c.c. cookie madness and a special friendship to Michelle M. a very special "Bloke" to Jill so she'll be happy, a visit to Picway for a "heels to Shannon, and a new rubber chicken keychain, continous trips to Kmart, carvel for "dirt", a get together before a dance (Wow!); a special song and all my love because he is the only one worthy of it to Russ (Pokey).

Jennifer Robitaille bequeath Michelle F. a toilet, reading material, money (So Al won't go broke) and all the love and thanks in the world; to Shannan, a week without dance and a party she'll never forget; to Amba, J.G. and a night when I'll come see her and to Shannan and Diane, muzzles so I won't have to hear about Matt and Rusty!; To Steph, all of our "talks"; to Chris an apartment and never ending friendship and to Kel, morals, longhair and a trailer park.

Edgar Rodrigues bequeath a brain to Bill and Joe Cady; a pack of gum to Laura A and Sara B; and Chris B "mower" all my Police Acadamy movies; to Heather S. and shade so no more peeping Tom's come to your house.

Lisa Rose bequeath to Kim Shepard a clucking bunny, strawberry crush, hellowbump bright lights, a padlock to Marlene S. a doll to Chad Picozzi; and a can of whip cream and a trip to the moon to Chad Mitchell, And to Chrissy Mansour woop @ Neep, a big hug to Bobby Rooney.

Thomas Rowles bequeath a new conscience to Ed Langlois so he's so paranoid; my character to Tommy T; and my DJing talents to Eddie and Peter Contrearas; and my magic secrets to no one because I'll never tell! Peace! Coventry.

Jason Roy bequeath a Chevy to anyone who doesn't know about the heart beat; a set of real tires to those who bake them in the basketball court; and to Keith Gibb a Chevelle so he can throw his Lemans in the junkyard.

Ron Ruzzo bequeath all of my bass skills to Mike Wendoloski and everyone who wants to be a bass player and all my mechanical ability to the West Bay automotive class.

Mike Sadowski bequeath my muscles and strength to Bill Brozoa so he can be as big as me some day.

Michelle St. Germain bequeath to Mel and Jenn a house to party in; to Mel, Jen and Lo another day in the beach wagon; to Diane an easier way of making decisions; to Missy a one way trip to Idaho; to Mel and Jill a limo ride that never came; to Desiree the biggest mirror in the world; to K. R., L. L., C. K., and J. C. another ski trip; and many thanks to

Kerri Roberts bequeath a can of ravioli, milk, and juice and someone to sing The Rose to Lolita; a ride to school and someone to party with on the 3rd. and 4th. of July to my best friend Sue Riley; good luck in hockey, lots of fun at Hendricken, and my love to Marc L.; good luck in volleyball, a boat that can go 954 mph and talent to ski over the jump as far as me to Travis D.; more parties and fun times at the Body Shop to Missy; height to "Little Lindel"; a blazer and a license plate as good as mine to Brent D.; more room in your car to Heather D.; a brand new jet ski to Nikki W.; more fun times at my chalet to Chris, Jay C., Mich, and Lolita; and good luck in college to the Class of 1991.

Diane Robillard bequeath our song, papaya Punch, and more "detailed" talks to Jen Hartman; velcro to Jen R and Michelle F. so they will never be apart; forgiveness to Amber for all her apologies; another night of endless rhyming to MSTG; a free cobler, 3 a.m. c.c. cookie madness and a special friendship to Michelle M. a very special "Bloke" to Jill so she'll be happy, a visit to Picway for a "heels to Shannon, and a new rubber chicken keychain, continous trips to Kmart, carvel for "dirt", a get together before a dance (Wow!); a special song and all my love because he is the only one worthy of it to Russ (Pokey).

Jennifer Robitaille bequeath Michelle F. a toilet, reading material, money (So Al won't go broke) and all the love and thanks in the world; to Shannan, a week without dance and a party she'll never forget; to Amba, J.G. and a night when I'll come see her and to Shannan and Diane, muzzles so I won't have to hear about Matt and Rusty!; To Steph, all of our "talks"; to Chris an apartment and never ending friendship and to Kel, morals, longhair and a trailer park.

Edgar Rodrigues bequeath a brain to Bill and Joe Cady; a pack of gum to Laura A and Sara B; and Chris B "mower" all my Police Acadamy movies; to Heather S. and shade so no more peeping Tom's come to your house.

Lisa Rose bequeath to Kim Shepard a clucking bunny, strawberry crush, hellowbump bright lights, a padlock to Marlene S. a doll to Chad Picozzi; and a can of whip cream and a trip to the moon to Chad Mitchell, And to Chrissy Mansour woop @ Neep, a big hug to Bobby Rooney.

Thomas Rowles bequeath a new conscience to Ed Langlois so he's so paranoid; my character to Tommy T; and my DJing talents to Eddie and Peter Contrearas; and my magic secrets to no one because I'll never tell! Peace! Coventry.

Jason Roy bequeath a Chevy to anyone who doesn't know about the heart beat; a set of real tires to those who bake them in the basketball court; and to Keith Gibb a Chevelle so he can throw his Lemans in the junkyard.

Ron Ruzzo bequeath all of my bass skills to Mike Wendoloski and everyone who wants to be a bass player and all my mechanical ability to the West Bay automotive class.

Mike Sadowski bequeath my muscles and strength to Bill Brozoa so he can be as big as me some day.

Michelle St. Germain bequeath to Mel and Jenn a house to party in; to Mel, Jen and Lo another day in the beach wagon; to Diane an easier way of making decisions; to Missy a one way trip to Idaho; to Mel and Jill a limo ride that never came; to Desiree the biggest mirror in the world; to K. R., L. L., C. K., and J. C. another ski trip; and many thanks to

Elizabeth Salm bequeath my waanae be Bill the Cat to George T. so he'll never forget me; one lemon meringue pie to Michele O. in memory of the one she threw at me; and the other half of my brain to Nikki Z. so she doesn't have to share hers with anyone else.

Danielle Sargent bequeath Mr. Olympian title, and a race track with no corners to Scott; everlasting love with Chris and a dinner for the bet you lost to my best friend Spag. A can of her own and a never fading friendship to my best friend chicklet. Best of luck to all my friends and I Love ya!

Arthur Schloth bequeath all my love to Marcia, your the best; a slice of cheesecake to Darren; my volleyball number to Eric; a Beatles song to Jay B.; an outfit to Tort that has nothing to do with weightlifting; a loan to Scott W. so he can pay off his speeding tickets; prosperity to the Kingdom of Oranges; and my monkey to Jay K.

George Schopac bequeath to J.F. the last beverage, to Adam D. a new name because he is probably tired of being called 'nobody', to Patty D. some of J. Cole's fat, so you won't be called twiggy and he won't be called Andre'.

Lauren Shear bequeath a Popeye's between Daytona & St. Augustine to Sue so we don't spend Thanksgiving alone; the power of the cookie to Angela: a cure for all of her many ailments to Kristen; low fives to Marcia & Rayne; and the little beige baby to my brother Benjermine.

Kimberly Shepard bequeath to Lisa Rose a Strawberry Crush, a Cadbury Egg (the clucking bunny lives!), and LOTS of coffee! Kris-Kris - my puffs will always be yours! A big umbrella to Scott O. because we always seem to need one! Veronica and Becky, lies, lies, lies! May we always have great stories to tell between us! You guys are the best! Rob, "What and I?" and "What do I care?" to your baby, you'll forever be in my heart. You're the biggest part of me and I love you very much ... FOREVER! Thanks and love always to Keith.

Linda Sheridan bequeath to Trish the stuff I owe her; Jen P. M & M's (plain); my green outfit to Melanie; M & M's (peanut), and a car to Nikki M. the Sentence "tell me Hans, did you ride into the cannon alone?" to Nikki W. to Kerri the ability to give me another nickname (Lindel rules): Missy W. munchkins and diet Coke, to Sue self-esteem, Michelle childhood memories, to Scoota a poem; to Lolita my shoes and ability to outburp any guy in the school; Rawson some one she can talk to; to Mike S. the unshutttable locker; to Wendy a trip to Florida and an apology for when we fought and thanks for everything.

Mike Simoneau bequeath another night of boat hopping to Jay; a ski trip to Jamie; a key to Bob; another night to the rough riders TIM, HE, BS, OF, KR; a hundred more ya' boys to Scoota; my volleyball skills to DR, RP, and EN; and a working car to Greg.

Jodi Szydlo bequeath tissues, some clothes, a muzle so she won't bite peoples knee caps and a new middle name so she won't be called a bumptkin to Bonni; a full gas tank for all the trips up to Cranston to Patty D.; the best of luck to Kevin W., G.S., A.D K.D., Cha, Jaime, L.F., J.F., J.C., Jay Roy, and the rest of the Class of 1991.

Tracey M.; patience to Amy C., Anne H., and Melissa; a real sense of humor to Ellen; The patience to put up with Jeremy to Mike G.; more nights to drive my father crazy, a million bags of Doritoes, and an earlier curfew as great as mine for always listening to my problems to Abagail (Am); the ability to drive without endangering my life to Jeremy, Remember all the good times we have shared, love you. "B.P."

Deanna Tallman bequeath a night with Christian Slater, for every locke in the school to be open, and a Skor bar to Lorie E.; a Chip and Dales dancer that way you will have him in person instead of on your wall to Heather F.; also a
Chip and Dales dancer so she won’t get jealous to Michealla G.; a real car to Aaron L. so that way he might actually win a drag race, and also a Thor doll; a real taste in music and a speeding ticket to Jeff Y.; that special someone to a drag race, and a speeding ticket to Jeff Y.; that special someone to a drag race, and "PEACE".

Desiree Washington bequeath to Nikki W.-something she can’t chew; to Ang V., the des-5 mobile and a lifelong B.Day cake; to Lolita, a bad seed and a book with all of my favorite words; to Jodi S; the biggest shopping spree, so I can continue to borrow her clothes; The 3 D’s and a million men to Alyce Pag; to Effie E, a pair of high water pants,(yea) to Perriwinkles; To my sis. D.N.W., all of my homework And to the class of ’91, peace, love and God speed always.

Scott Warrender bequeath a Mr. Olympian title to Tort, my bench to Ron and Artie, a car that will keep up with mine to Matt, A great life in Florida to D.S., a great guy to go with her personality to E.G., my love forever to Sue, and Wednesday football games forever to the rest of the guys.

JASON WALTONEN bequeath another day at the water park with "the girls" to Mike C., a never ending supply of Cavaricci clothes to Tommy, a

Freddie Vierra bequeath All my love and laughs to Shannon Warren; a book of jokes to the underclassmen ; and all my rhymes to the 8 Ball Posse. “PEACE”

Nicole Walshe bequeath Kim L. a never ending friendship, Jamie K. and Kris R. “Wheat thins rule”, Nikki M a cold hearted antenater, another 3 man game, and a trip to Southern, Sue L. and Shelly W. furley lives, Sue L. thanks for everything, Lolita a parking meter, Breton Woods crew -more money, Dave I. the first time, Jen P another summer like 89 and a life supply of M&M’s; Sue P a buffalo, chloraseptic , and a big butt and a smile; Tod R, Chris Y. and Jason L. another day at the beach, and you guys are the best! Dez W. something you can eat! Linda S. a muzzel, Jay S. all the mussels in the world, Jamie L. a friendship again -sorry!; Dave K. don’t even change your Butt! Tracie M. an awesome friendship and a trip to U Conn, Brian H. a neighbor for when I leave, Jackie R a rope and a never ending day of volleyball, Chris Byrnes a friendship that will with stand anything and understanding; Mike S. dancing; Jeff Pride, a trip to the reservoir, towels, chocolate chip ice cream, and all my love.

Shelly Weinand bequeath to my best bud Suzanne, “Sun -in” so when we are old and gray we’ll still be able to be blonde and ditsy; also, the “Double - Mint” commercial, but we just have to find the guys to be in it with us; gymnastics lesson’s for Ang’s snowboard routine; a rice fight to the “foursome”(Zanne, Onhay, Sue-bee, and Bell) at the Rocky Horror; to Tracie, an endless tank of gas and a taxi cab sign for her car; Nik and Zanne, a midnight cruise on Thayer; Furley Sister’s forever!; Mike, Jay, and F., an inexpensive snack at Capriccio’s; to Jeff, his own calling card.

Michael Wendoloski bequeath all my musical talents to Ron Ruzzo and Justin Pomfret, my D J skills to Jason Waltonen, Bob Higley and Tommy Rowles, a left handed hammer to Steve Knott, and the best of luck to Oliver Twist.

Melissa White bequeath to Effie all those Hallmark Moments + a house in Disney for her + Jay. To Nikki M. a map of pebble Creek, some pearl eyeglasses, and towel; To Linda S. a diet of munchkins + Diet Coke. To Michelle S. another pair of ears for the ones I’ve worn out, Thanks. To John P. another meeting w/ the cardboard man. To Jaime W. all the luck w/ her next 3 yrs. Speed to Kerri Featherfoot Roberts.
A locket to Sue W. to put her John in. And to all the great times I've shared with J.P., E.E., N.M., N.W., L.L., M.S., M.G.: + the rest of the class of '91.

Sue White bequeath a car other than a red Toyota to Needles. A real boyfriend to Christine G., a tape of the Pledge of Allegiance to Missy W. so you can play it to yourself every morning and sing along and to all my friends I leave behind the hope that someday you will get out of here to. P.S. Run for President next year John B.

Patti Williamson bequeath to Jen: Rachel Bolan's "Big Guns". To Staci: a never ending supply of Jell-O. To Wendy: a night with Nikki Sixx to finish her list. And to all my everlasting friendship. Heavy Metal music and long hair to every guy in school. My driving ability to anyone who wants to die . . .

Elizabeth Ann Winn bequeath to Brian, some self-Confidence so he realizes how great he is! To Jason Waltonen, a lifetime of radio logos to recite, to every girl he's involved with! Tara-you're "One in a Million" And to Danielle Sargent the ability to stay away from her friend's guys! HA! HA!-you'll never live it down! Melissa Anderson- Never forget- "Piggy, Piggy!"

Suzanne Winemiller bequeath a boyfriend to Jen S. Better luck next year to Sue P. and Vinny C. a new car to Kris D. and to Jim D. an car that runs. To the lunch bunch, a lunch without having to discuss breakfast. Best wishes class of '91!

Hilary Yeaw bequeath to C.T., the "family" and trigonometry quotes, to K.M., the collection of soccer balls by a certain (oblivious!) coach, to E. St. J., a night on "the dark side" and to M. St. G., another trip to the emergency room. To S.G., French gossip, to N.D. and W.B an Irishman (I hope you won't want him), to H.S. and A.G., Mighty Man, and to K.H., brass knuckles for Clint. To the girls soccer team, a day off, and to Mr. Short and Robb, 15 push ups and 25 minutes of Indian sprints every day for the rest of your life!

Jeffery Yuettner bequeath Aaron Laramée my P.A. system, Mike Doran a line of credit, Deanna all my heavy metal tapes so she can listen to decent music, a dictionary for anyone who cannot pronounce my last name, and my car to anyone who thinks they can handle it.

Dan Ziroli bequeath a pair of goat shoes to Michelle M.; a new car to Mike D.; a book of "Ruthies favorite bedtime stories" to Tim Bourn; a new job to everyone who works in the kitchen at Cov. Health Center; and a big Sombrero to Josh Hall.

John Zommer bequeath The Ann & Hope Parking lot Exit, and a '70 Nova SS 396 to Clyde & Clyde, My Diploma to Koren S. because god knows she will never get her own, my 70 Camaro to Keri M, a 50 to Dave S; and a blueberry crumb to Jeannie.

Chris, Kristen, Shannon, Kristen, and Wendy bequeath napkins for creativity, sleeping bags, snowflakes, ketchup, eyesight, the absence of wills, the ability to improve on innuendos, one way word wrap, perplexing proofs, real computer operators, time, mini plastic covers, Jerry's homework, 'The Will', overnight snacks, rubber cement, nimble fingers, food-run boxes, dancing f's, and a new home to future yearbook staffs; and a pipeline to the Diet Coke factory, static, and a pocket pager to Mr. Piascik.

In Witness Therefore, We Have Here Unto Set Our Hand and Seal; and Declare This to Be Our Last Will and Testament, This 12th Day of June, One Thousand, Nine Hundred and Ninety One.

Signed: The Class of 1991
The Second "Boxer Rebellion".

After taking several years of history, we all know the "Boxer Rebellion" involved the Chinese rebelling against foreigners over "The Open Door Policy". In the senior class "The Second Boxer Rebellion" has taken a twist in meaning. Fifty percent of seniors, who preferred briefs, overpowered the 47.3 percent, who were uprising with boxers to overthrow the conventional population. The 'other' 2.7 percent gave responses that were quite unprintable.

- Chamomile, Allister, & Grendel

Lynn Adams 42 Maple St.

Chris Albrect 1438 Victory Highway. The Godfather, Bubba, Joe French. To have a platinum American Express card Activities: Football 9, Wrestling 9, 12, Photography Club 12. "It's not easy being green"-Kermit the Frog "I still haven't found what I'm looking for"-U2. "Crunchy frogs, live for today because tomorrow may not happen."

Craig Aldrich 42 Ledge Rd. Successful. Activities: Spanish Club 9, Wrestling 10, 11 "I've got trouble, trouble in my eyes I'm just looking for another good." 

Christopher Allen 12 Reservoir Rd.

Shawn Ancil 3 Marybrook Lane. Stretch. Hotel and restaurant owner. "Never expect anything in this world, but always be ready for the unexpected."

Heather Andersen 69 Laurel Ave. Heth. Education. Activities: JV softball 9, 10 Reach Out program 11, 12 "Time goes on ... people touch and then their gone" St. Elmo's Fire

Melissa Anderson 188 Blackrock Rd. Missy, the big "A". Special elementary education. Activities: Marching band 9, 10, 11, 12 Pep club 10, 11, 12 French club 9, 10, 11 Hugh O'Brien nominee 10 Student Council 10, 11, 12 Prom fashion show 11 Class officers 9, 10, 11, 12 Homecoming Queen's court 12 Varsity cheerleading: hockey 10, 11, 12; soccer 11, 12 "So many adventures got left today, so many songs we forgot to play, so many dreams coming out of the blue, we'll let them shine through."

Debbie Andrews 4 Joyce St.

Sarah Andrews 201 Richardson Rd. Twinkie, Lulu, Layla, Gutter queen, the Amazon, Toonces, Mr. Spock. Author. Activities: French club 9, 10, 11 Italian club 12 Photography club 11, 12 "It's not just three men on a fishing trip, it's a whole damned town!" Deputy Andy, Twin Peaks

Tracey Andrusiwicz 314 Knotty Oak Rd.

Christopher Archibald 82 Colvintown Rd. Chris, Crispe, Leo, A.B. Computer engineer. Activities: Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Math club 9, 10, 11 (secretary), 12 (treasurer); Science club 10, 11 (treasurer), 12 (V.P.); Spanish Club 9, 10, 11 (treasurer), 12; Student Council 10, 11, 12; Computer club 9, 10 (S.C. Rep.), 11 (V.P.), 12 (President); Library aids 10, 11; Cycling club 11, 12 Spirit Week 10, 11 (Co-Chairperson), 12; NASC 11; NLTC 10; Track 9, 10, 12, Varsity Revue 10, 11, 12; "Once Upon a Mattress" 10; "The Odd Couple" 11; Hugh O'teen Finalist 10; G.R.C. 10, 11, 12; S.M.C. 12; Yearbook staff 10, 11 (Computer Editor), 12 (Co-Editor-in-Chief); "Did Most" 12. "Deadline??? What deadline???" 

... and guess what folks, that's the year and we are outta here!" - D. Miller

Cheryl Armstrong 6 Pilgrim Ave.

Justin Bader 984 Knotty Oak Rd.

Karen Bagshaw 11 Dawley St.

Jeremy Bailey 5981 Flat River Rd.

Adren Baldasaro Box 481 Raccoon Run Rd.

Julie Barber 14 LaForge Dr. Juliebean, Pumpkin, Ju, Jul, Jules Special education teacher. "I don't need you to worry for me cause I'm alright. I don't need you tell me it's time to come home. I don't care what you say anymore, this is my life." Thanks Mom and Dad for always being there. Wen, Sherry, Niki, and Kristen good luck guys. I love ya's. Keith, I love you!

Derek Barnett 1567 Victory Highway. Barnettster. Chemistry teacher. Activities: Football 9 "Coventry High should be like Burger King, sometimes you just gotta break the rules!"

Brian Bashaw 21 Linwood Dr. Red. Airborne ranger in army. Activities: Football 9; Volleyball 9; Basketball 9; SADD 9, 10, 11; Ski club 10, 11; Reach Out 11, 12 "If you love something set it free, if it doesn't come back, hunt it down and kill it."

Wendy Baxter 22 Cherry Blossom Lane. When Baxter. Famous artist. Activities: JV softball 9, 10; Band 9, 10; French club 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 11, 12; Yearbook 11, 11 (business editor), 12 (business editor and art editor) "Les yeux sont aveugles. Ils faut chercher avec le coeur" Le Petit Prince

Paula Bearse 241 Weaver Hill Rd. Dizzi "Blond Pastry Chef. Activities: Food service I & II; VLP. "If there were a million hours in the day, it wouldn't be enough."

Justin Beauchaine 5115 Flat River Rd.

Laura Beaulchaine 997 Victory Highway. Hey You! Art Education. Activities: J.V. Soccer 11; Pep Club 10; Spanish Club 9, 10; "A woman driver" is one who drives like a man and gets blamed for it." -Patricia Ledger ; Don't you da touch that horn Danielle!

Brian Befort 682 Main Street. DEA or construction. Activities: ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Virtual tech 11, 12; "Tattoo boys with expensive toys living in a bubble of sin money can buy you almost anything. Fix your nose or the mess you in, and your entourage to me are all the same. You and all your entourage playing fool games." B. D. J. G. I. M.

Daniel Bell P.O. Box 22.

Kristen Bell 459 Camp Westwood Road. Kris. Physical Therapy/Sports Medicine. Activities: JV Softball 9, 10; Varsity Softball 11, 12; Freshman Basketball stats 10, 11; Student Council 9; Pep Club 9; Letterman's Club 12; Duck Hunting with Eve 12; "Take a step back and see the little people, they might be young but their the ones that make the big people big." Moving Picture

Craig Beaudin 91 Gervais St. Craggar. Professional Basketweaver. Activities: Freshman Basketball 9; Varsity Hockey 10; Varsity Golf 1 J.V. Hockey 11; Varsity Baseball 11, 12; French Club 12; Student Council 12; "Money is
everything, make a million." For thy sweet love remembered such wealth brings that then I scorn to chase my state with Kings.

**Beverly Bestwick** 11 Mumford St. Bestwick, Bev. Bartender or owner of own liquor store. **Activities:** Pep Club 12. "You only live once and your not coming back so "GO NUTS" Yeah who! Margret is waiting on 117. Don't forget your sunglasses in the Winnebago or your grill cheese will go bad."

**Gerson Betancourt** 84 Angus St.

**Donna Bjorkland** 26 Meeting St.

**Julie Blanchard** 42 Clarke Rd. Jules. Elementary school teacher. **Activities:** Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 9, 10; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Track 11, 12; Soccer Cheerleader 11, 12; Wrestling Cheerleader 12;

**Julie Blasbalg** 98 Wood Cove Dr. Jules. Beach Burn. **Activities:** Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; "Whatever the struggle continue to climb it may only be one step to the summit".

**Jennifer Brodeur** 22 Red Oak Dr. Seymour, Little Girl, Butt-Head, Little Jenn; a little angel. **Activities:** Deca 11; Ed, you're all I need-Motley Crue. More fun times to come in the years to come. Thanks to everyone. Kelly. If you ever need a Ninja Turtle bandage to repair your broken-heart feel free to call. Good luck with Jim."

**Dustin Brown** 2101 Harkney Hill Rd.

**Tammy Brown** 165 South Main St. Shmoo, RN. **Activities:** ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Voc-Tech nursing 11, 12; Pom-pom's 11; Riffle Drill 9, 10; Color Guard 9, 10 "And it just makes me wonder why so many lose and so few win"-Poison

**Terry Brown** 961 Hill Farm Rd.

**Susan Bruner** 3 Driftwood Dr. Sue. Suebee, Sioux! Commercial Airline Pilot. **Activities:** Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12 (co-captain); J.V. Softball 9, 10 (co-captain); Track 11, 12, Student Council 11, 12; Letterman's Club 10, 11, 12; "It's time to do more than dream."

**William Bruner** 3 Driftwood Dr.

**Christopher Brozoza** 4029 Hill Farm Rd.

**Jennifer Brodeur** 22 Red Oak Dr. Seymour, Little Girl, Butt-Head, Little Jenn; a little angel. **Activities:** Deca 11; Ed, you're all I need-Motley Crue. More fun times to come in the years to come. Thanks to everyone. Kelly. If you ever need a Ninja Turtle bandage to repair your broken-heart feel free to call. Good luck with Jim."

**Dustin Brown** 2101 Harkney Hill Rd.

**Tammy Brown** 165 South Main St. Shmoo, RN. **Activities:** ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Voc-Tech nursing 11, 12; Pom-pom's 11; Riffle Drill 9, 10; Color Guard 9, 10 "And it just makes me wonder why so many lose and so few win"-Poison

**Terry Brown** 961 Hill Farm Rd.

**Susan Bruner** 3 Driftwood Dr. Sue. Suebee, Sioux! Commercial Airline Pilot. **Activities:** Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12 (co-captain); J.V. Softball 9, 10 (co-captain); Track 11, 12, Student Council 11, 12; Letterman's Club 10, 11, 12; "It's time to do more than dream."

**William Bruner** 3 Driftwood Dr.

**Christopher Brozoza** 4029 Hill Farm Rd.

**Brad Buckley** 50 Murry St. Apt 55.

**Ellen Bradstreet** 227 South Main St.

**Beverly Bestwick** 11 Mumford St. Bestwick, Bev. Bartender or owner of own liquor store. **Activities:** Pep Club 12. "You only live once and your not coming back so "GO NUTS" Yeah who! Margret is waiting on 117. Don't forget your sunglasses in the Winnebago or your grill cheese will go bad."

**Gerson Betancourt** 84 Angus St.

**Donna Bjorkland** 26 Meeting St.

**Julie Blanchard** 42 Clarke Rd. Jules. Elementary school teacher. **Activities:** Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 9, 10; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Track 11, 12; Soccer Cheerleader 11, 12; Wrestling Cheerleader 12;

**Julie Blasbalg** 98 Wood Cove Dr. Jules. Beach Burn. **Activities:** Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; "Whatever the struggle continue to climb it may only be one step to the summit".

**Jennifer Boivin** 339 Knotty Oak Dr. Jen. To have Anthrax open for us. "There's some that say that we won't last, that we could never beat the odds, but we just look at them and laugh!" -Public Enemy

**Robert Bonner** 735 Nooseneck Hill. To be Rich. **Activities:** Baseball 9.

**Kathryn Boragine** 3 Hornbecan Rd.

**Tim Bourn** 7 East Gate Dr. Teacher/actor. **Activities:** ROTC 9, 10, 11; School play 12; Mafia 9, 10, 11, 12; psycho club 12. "United we stand, yes divided we fall together we stand tall" -Public Enemy

**Sheila Bower** 36 Cynthia Dr. Registered Nurse.

**Mary Bradshaw** 21 Rawlison Dr.

**Christopher Byrnes** 4 Plum Tree Lane.

**Anthony Calci** 145 Waterman Hill Rd. Join Army Airborn. **Activities:** Football 9; Vica 11, 12.

**James Cameron** 13 Acorn St.

**Melissa Cannon** 9 Colby Dr.

**Marc Cantino** 9 Driftwood Dr. Elementary Teacher. **Activities:** Basketball 9; Volleyball 10; Pep Club 9, 10; Spanish Club 11, 12.


**Scott Capwell** 32 Pilgrim Ave. Cappy. Civil Engineer. "Keep me out of it, I don't know nothing."

**Lisa Card** 100 Viero Lane Apt. 21.

**Alan Cary** 19 Levalley St.

**Dwayne Cary** 19 Marie Dr.

**Jason Case** 1 Lenis St.

**Sandra Chambers** 20 Manning Court. Sandy. San. My own business in Printing & Graphic Arts. **Activities:** AF-JROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Italian Club 10; Coventry Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Chorus 9. "The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. I'll always love you Michael David Greco."

**Jason Charpentier** 14 Lincoln Ave.

**Timothy Carpentier** 10 Old North Rd. Slim. To retire at an early age and be rich. Yeah all right kid?

**Laura Charron** 78 Station St.

**Travis Chenault** 562 Plainfield Pike.

**Traci Clark** 4 Oak St. Trace, Dink. To be a paid firefighter in Coventry. **Activities:** ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Chorus 9, 11, 12; Acapella 12; Honor Guard 11, 12. "Be not the first by whom the new are
Top Ten Sit-Coms

1. Cheers 30.0%
2. The Simpsons 16.9%
3. The Fresh Prince of Bel Air 7.0%
4. In Living Color 7.0%
5. Married with Children 5.5%
6. The Wonder Years 3.9%
7. Doogie Howser M.D. 3.1%
8. Roseanne 3.1%
9. Who's the Boss? 3.1%
10. A Different World 1.6%

See how the senior class did compared with all of C.H.S. in Student Life.

Shane Colvin 8 Dawn Ln. Teacher. Activities: Pep Club 9, 12; Spanish Club 12; Wrestling 9, 10; Photography Club 12; "Karen get someone else to scratch your head! Niki M. you will always be my honeysuckles. Love ya! Oh! and another thing Matt how are we getting the Mott's Friday?"

John Connelly 20 Vanderbilt Terrace.

James Connor Wills Swamped Rd.

Jennifer Conti Pole 2 Shady Valley Rd.

Emily Cooper 3445 Flat River Rd.

Susan Correa 74 Old North Rd.

Blanca Cortes 9 Meredith Rd. Physical Therapist. Activities: French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Cross-Country 12

Melissa Cote Barb's Hill Rd. Missy. Horse Trainer. "Yes, my life is better left to chance. I could of missed the dance, but I would of had to of missed the dance." -Garth Brooks


Laura Curran 11 Stonegate Dr. Accounting. Activities: Band 9, 10, 11; French Club 9, 10; Student Council 9, 10, 11, Hot Tub Club 11, 12 (Vice-President).

James Daily 195 Town Farm Rd. Jimboski Be Nolan Bushnell of the 1990's. Activities: Chemistry Team 10; Reach-Out 12; "Can't keep my mind from the circling sky ... Tongue- tied and twisted, an earth-bound misfit." -Pink Floyd

Greg Daniels 5 Pembroke Lane. To know where I stand. Activities: Photo Club 11, 12; "I was made a heart of stone, to be broken with no hard blow. I've seen the ocean brake on the shore come together with no harm done."

Joseph Daniels 92 Brambel Bush Rd.

Keith Danna 261 Pulaski St.

John Dean 1456E Fish Hill Rd.

Sharon Deane 22 Contentment Dr. Sha, Kiddo. Haircutting School. Activities: DECA 12; "Thanks to all my friends at RHS. Kris, Ken, Jay, Iggianna, Jeff, Ellen, George, Lisa, Becky, Shawn. You will always have a special place in my heart. P.S. Jay remember the tennis courts."

Donald DeAngelis 631 Victory High Way. Don Pilot. "A laugh can be a very powerful thing, why sometimes in life it is the only weapon we have." -Roger Rabbit

Kevin Deary 12 Cynthia Dr.

Sean Deary 316 Robin Hallow Rd. W.G. Automotive Mechanic.

Debra Dellacioppa 49 Leuba Rd. Debbie D. Special Education Teacher Activities: J.V. Basketball 9, 10; Student Council 11, 12 (Vice-President); NASC conference 11; J.V. Volleyball 9, 10; Varsity Volleyball 11, 12; Reach-Out 11, 12; Volunteer for Special Olympics 11, 12; "I've always wondered how to know right from wrong, looking for a reason to replace what is gone, but somehow the road just seems to lead right back to me." -Richard Marx

Anthony Dellacioppa 4 Audrey Ct.


Patricia DePalma 3 Pond View Dr. Spaz, Twig Social Worker. Activities: West Bay Child Care 11, 12; "To all my friends here at CHS. thanks for everything you've all done for me."}

Adam Derouin 59 Arnold Rd. Conan. MP or town Cop. Activities: Cross-Country; Track; Reach-Out. "The only time I look down on someone is when I give them a hand to help them up."

Lori Deschene 49 Wisteria Dr. Doosh. Criminologist. Activities: JV Cheerleading 9;
Cheerleading 11, 12; Pep Club 9, 12; Class officer VP 11; Social Committee 9, 10; Student Council 12; Lettermen 12; 30 degrees F, accumulation of 7 inches, severe storm watch in effect. It's going to be a beautiful day! "It's so hard to love, there's so much to hate" - George Michael. Is life not too short for us to bore ourselves. Party on dude! No worry's here! & Good luck to class of '91!

Alexander Deus 2 Watercrest Court.

James Deus 2 Watercrest Court.

Matthew Dickson 15 Fry Pond Rd, W.G. Engineer. Activities: Soccer 11, 12; Track 11, 12; "Why waste time learning, when ignorance is instantaneous."

Frank Dimartino 92 Read Ave.

Kenneth DiPrete 60 Twin Lakes Ave.

Robert Dobby 21 Queens Fort Lane, Exeter. Dobby, Sped, Smartfood. Activities: Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9, 10; Skiing 9, 10, Indoor Track 9, 10. "Step Off! D.W.-I like walking ... But the north end Frisbee Club JH, MS, PEE-WEE, DC, EE, RH, GD, remember the good times!"

Thea Donnelly 52 Benefit St. Help the Planet. "Woke up to find out that you are the eyes of the world"-Grateful Dead We do not own the Earth, the Earth owns us.

Shannon Donovan 865 Maple Valley Rd.

Michael Doran 9 Chandler Dr, Mike, MCMDD Carpenter, Teacher. "Nobody wants to be a self-Neglecting, fifth-spewing, life-buster! Smile, it forces blood to the brain."


Betty Downes 2240 Victory Highway.

Damien Downes 194 Black Rock Rd.

Edward Drake 26 Arnold Rd.

James Drown 41 Leuba Rd.

Nicole Dube 332 Town Farm Rd. Doob. Ski Burn. Activities: Volleyball 9, 10, 11; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Lettermans' Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 12, "I have but one desire in life; to tear down the ski!"

Brian Dubis 20 Witford St.

Michael Dugas 29 Watercress St.


Mary Duper 182 Log Bridge Rd. Leprechaun. Certified Public Accountant. "Grant us the serenity to accept the things we cannot change, courage to change the things we can and the wisdom to know the difference. "Life is a series of hellos and goodbyes. I'm afraid it's time for goodbye again. "- Billy Joel

Donovan Dunard 181 Hopkins Hill Rd. Parts. U.S. Coast Guard. Activities: Football 9. "Of all the truths and lies, and stories of riders in the sky, they say only the bravest try, where eagles and angels dare to fly."

Katie Dyl 403 Read Schoolhouse Road.

Jeff Dyson 10 West View Drive.

Angel Eckler 504 Washington Street.

Lori Eddy 9907 Victory Highway. Writer/anthropologist. Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Model Legislature 11, 12; Student Council 11; Theater Club 11; The Anderson Trial 12; Entry 12. "A thousand skeptics won't keep us from the things we plan." "Each life make it's own imitation of immortality."

Allen Edwards 10 Bassette Street.

Leonard Edwards 480 Phillips Hill Road.

Effie Erakis 8 Azalea Way, F, Effalyn, Fst. Pediatric Nurse. Student Council 9, 10, 12; Spanish Club 9; Student Council Rep. 10; Italian vice-president 12; Drama Club 9; Theatre Club 10; Pep Club 12; Prom Fashion Show 11; thanks mom and dad. "Your soul is often times a battlefield upon which your reason and your judgment wage war against your passion" - Kahil Gbrian. I love you Jay!

Edward Ervanian 51 Highwood Drive.

Jason Farina 1066 Tiogue Ave.

Kevin Feeley 22 Juniper Hill Drive. Bingo. Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Yearbook 11, 12 (Sports Editor); Academic Decathlon 11, 12 (Tri-captain); Chemistry Team 11, 12, Entry 12 (Co-editor); Football League 11, 12; Kingdom of Orange 10 (Prime Minister, 11, 12 (Sultan). "The moment that you think the struggle is over, when you have nothing to live for other than yourself, you're finished." - Richard Millhouses Nixon. "Joe" - Smith, Madonna and myself.

Sean Feeney 382 Arnold Road.

David Ferrance 11 Blue Spruce Drive. Raul, The Uncle. Luigi. To become enlightened. GRC 11, 12. "Think nothing of your difficulties in mathematics. I can assure you mine are much greater." - Alber Einstein. "What about the time I caught you with the bowl of Jello?"

Michelle Ferreira 7 Lydia Road.

Anthony Ferritti 17 Brentwood Drive.

Wendy Field 5655 Flat River Road. Win, WB&B. A famous drummer. "I wasn't born to play nobody's fool - ain't nobody gonna hold me down. I gotta roll, roll, roll, roll, roll, roll! Livin' it up!"
The seniors at CHS look up at the ceiling when they are having difficulty remembering an answer on a test. Nineteen percent of the students said they were looking for help from God. Unfortunately, 11.6 percent said it was a cover up for looking at the person's paper beside them. The 10.7 percent losing their grip on reality said the answers were up there, but they are there from the 7.4 percent who wrote the answers there before the test. Four percent said there are elves in the ceiling who whisper the answers to them. Two respondents believe the answers are on the top of their brains and if they tilt their heads back the answer will slip down the skull to their tongues.

-Chamomille
Nora Henley 3 Marion Dr.
Matthew Hewitt 5 Canyon Dr.
Daniel Hickey 2 Watercress Ct.
Robert Higley 501 Hill Farm Rd. Rob Radio/Television Broadcasting Activities: Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Jazz Band 9, 10, 12; WCVY 9, 10, 11 (Program Director), 12 (News Director); Entry 12.

“Until next time America”

Matthew Hill RR#45 Box 4087.
Ian Hillman 4 Fawns Ct. Psychologist, Inventor. Activities: Cross-Country 12; Track 11, Cycling Club 11, 12; Reach Out 11, 12; Theater Club 11; Student Council. “Everything has been figured out except how to live.” -Jean Paul Sartre


William Horne 180 Knotty Oak Dr.
Jason Houle P.O. Box 125.
Nico Huffman 3 Holly Ct.
Crissa Hughes 11 Richard Ct. Cris. Wife & a Mother. “Life is too short to worry about what other people think.”

David Iannotti 310 Goldfinch, Apt. 327.

Kathleen Ide 38 Daniel Dr.
Lorinda Jackson 15 Jack Pine Rd. Lorin, Rin. Elementary Ed. Teacher. Activities: Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Social Committee 12; J.V. Football & Basketball Cheerleader 9; Varsity Basketball Cheerleader 10; Varsity Football Cheerleader 11, 12; Wrestling Cheerleader 11, 12; “Set your goals; listen to your heart; don’t let anything stand in your way; if you really want something bad enough, then go for it, caus anything is possible.” - Brandy Johnson

Carolyn Jandron 34 Monroe Dr.
Brian Johnson 67 Columbia Ave.
Wayne Johnson 41 Lydia Rd. Police Officer. Activities: Football 9, 12; Student Council 12; West Bay Automotive Tech. 11, 12; VICA 11, 12; Powered by Fords. “Give me something to believe in...” - Poison. “Here I go again on my own...” - Whitesnake. “Hold on to the memories...” - Richard Marx.

Christopher Keenan 42 Meredith Dr.
Jamie Kennish 6222 Flat River Rd. To own my own advertising Co. Activities: Tennis 9, 10, 11; Track 11, 12; Pep Club 11, 12; DECA 12 (treasurer); Reach-Out 11, 12. “Love is not love which alters when it alteration finds.” - Shakespeare. “If you lie flat it will fix itself” - Hercules

Carol Kenyon 553 Washington St. Carolina, Tan Pants. Financial Analyst. Activities: Chorus 9, DECA 12; “Live for yourself and pursue your dream. They are the only things that really matter. Feminism lives on. Keep pumping iron guys-especially you R.L.”


Edmund Kiselica 19 Redwood Dr.
Alyssa Klein 4 Dogwood Dr. Elementary School Teacher. Activities: Drama Club 9; French Club 9, 10, 11; Reach-Out 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12. “Today, well lived, makes yesterday a dream of happiness, and tomorrow a vision of hope.”

Steve Knot 62 Highwood Dr. To be the best at what ever comes. Activities: Wrestling 9 (5th in the state), 10 (2nd in the state), 11 (4th in the state). “Thanks, Joyce, for all the good times we spent together. There will be many more. I’ll always be right here waiting for you. I love you!”

Robert Kohler 38 Wendell St.
Jason Korus BX 1107 Williams Crossing Rd.
Caroline Kowal 14 Garfield Dr. Jasper. Legal Secretary. Activities: Cross-Country 9, 10. “Let the stars and songs go. Let the faces and years go. Loosen your hands and say good-bye.”

Greg Lacombe 102 Colvintown Rd. Local Police Officer. Activities: Football 9. “A joke isn’t funny unless you have to think about it.”

Russell Lafazia 1 Driftwood Dr. Rusty. Lazy & really rich & successful. Activities: JV Soccer 9; Varsity Soccer 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 12, Student Council 12; SADD 12. “He who laughs last wins.”

Edward Langlois 13 Whitman St. Ed. Eddie. Teaching or Radio Broadcasting. Activities: WCVY 11, 12; ROTC 9, 10. “There’s nothing you can do that can’t be done.” -Beatles It is not the end of me for you will soon hear from me again, Good Bye Coventry Hihh!!


Kristen Laroche 291 Hill St.

Danielle Lavio 12 Eleanor Dr. Dani. Air Force. Activities: ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Honor Guard 11, 12; Drill Team 12. “Honor does not have a color and truth does not have a name.” “Security is our chiefest enemy” - Shakespeare.

Jeff Lavio 3 Centennial St. Lavoie. “Mother do you think they’ll drop the bomb, Mother do you think they’ll like this song, ooooo Mother should I build a wall.” -Pink Floyd

Suzanne Lavio 15 West View Dr. Zanne. Activities: Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Tennis 9, 10, 11.

Table Talk

“How far back can you remember Grandpa?”
“Oh, I remember when bread was five cents.”
“Don’t bore the young ones, Dear, with outdated stories of how we would never dream of talking back to our parents, or how hard we had to work without ever being able to receive an education. Now kids, don’t take your teachers for granted!”
“Grandma, please don’t start with those stories of how Mom and Dad walked ten miles to school each day...”
“... up hill...”
“... both ways...”
“... with snow...”
“... all four seasons...”
“... without shoes.”

- The K.O. Mental Ward
Who were you?

In the realm of the reincarnated, the students at C.H.S. were a very diverse group. The top male vote getters were Elvis, Genghis Khan, and George Washington. On the gender flip-side, the top females were Marilyn Monroe and Joan of Arc. One can only wonder how so many people were the same person at the same time.

Brooke Lawrence 81 Victory Highway.

Keith Leclair 5 Capeway Ave.

Jennifer Lee 126 South Main St.

Shannan Legin 7 Acadia Court. Shanahan, Lege, Shan. Professional Dancer. Choreographer. Activities: Acapeilla Choir 10, 11, 12; Jazz Singers 11, 12; Student Council 10, 11, 12; Jazz Dance Team 9, 10, 11 (Captain), 12 (Captain); Chorus 9, 10, Prom Fashion Show 11. "Life is a performance, there's no dress rehearsal. Thanks for everything, Mr. Smith! My love to Allison, Adam, Mom, and Dad!"

Walter Lemek 51 Princeton Ave.

Thomas Leveilee 11 Broad St.

Alan Levesque 1204 Town Farm Rd. Alonzo, Big Al. Teacher at secondary level. Activities: French Club 9; Science Club 12; Student Council 12. "Imagination is more important than knowledge" - Einstein.

Bonni Lian 17 Longfellow Dr. Bo-Bo, Bonitia, Bon-Bons, Boopses, Red Nurse & Mom Activities: Spanish Club 9; Internurals 9; ROTC 10; Voc Tech 11, 12; VICA Rep. 12; West Bay Nursing Class President 12. "What you think of yourself is much more important than what others think of you." - Seneca

Jared Ligouri 43 Williams St.

Shannon Lindsay 32 Boston St. Shan. Registered Nurse. Activities: West Bay Voc Tech Nursing 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. If you love something set it free, if it comes back to you it's yours, if not it never was. I love you Brian!

Kimberly Lindsay 770 Phillips Hill Rd. Kimba, Kimmi. Nurse/Midwife. Activities: Track 10, 11, 12; Football Cheerleader 9, Basketball Cheerleader 9, 10, V.P. The weirdest person you'll ever know. "All that we know, and all that we see is all our lives will ever be!" - Pink Floyd. "I destroy myself when I make him my friend." - Abraham Lincoln

Lolita Lipa 8 Monroe Dr. Lolli. Lipabean, Glade, Noopy. Elementary Ed. Teacher. Activities: Social Committee Chairperson 10; Junior Class President; Senior Class Vice President; Varsity Football & Wrestling Cheerleader 9, 10, 11, 12; Competition Cheerleader 9, 10; London VCA all-star 11; NCA all-star 10, Track & Field 9, 10, 11. (1st team all-division hurdles; state finalist hurdles, long jump, relay); 12 (Captain) Lettermans Club 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 12; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Physical Fitness Award 11; Yearbook Club 12; Bretton Woods Crew 11, 12. To my family, thanks for all your love & support through the years! To the class of '91 "Follow your rainbow until you find your dreams!" - House of WU Fortune Cookies.

Ronald Lobianco 883 Whalely Hollow Rd.

Lauri Lollar 2 Spring Valley Ln.

Donald Lorenson Old Flat River Rd. PL350.

Jonathan Lounsbury 15 Ocean Ave. Warwick

Christopher Lowell 13 Highland Ave.

Jamie Lukowicz 4 York Dr.

Shelby Lyons 59 Hopkins Hill Rd.

David Macchioni 147 Victory Highway.

Michael Madonna 34 Wesleyan Ave. Mike, MADONNA. Head Coach of Atlanta Falcons. Activities: JV Soccer 9, 10; Freshman Baseball; JV Baseball 10; Cross-Country 11; Tennis 11, 12; Academic Decathlon 11, 12 (Tri-Captain); Chemistry Team 11, 12; Science Club 12; DECA 12; Bowling Team 12 (MVP). "I'm going to meet the greatest umpire of all, and he knows I'm innocent."- Shoeless Joe. "Just when you think you got this game all figured out, something happens to show you, you don't know nothing." - Sparky Anderson

Christine Mansour 45 Old North Rd. Chrissey. Legal Secretary. "Many times I've lied, many times listened, and many times I've wondered how much there is to know."- Led Zeppelin


Darren Marinelli 84 Helen Ave. Tall Kid, Mazzilli, Jojo, Hamlet. Illustrator (artist). Activities: Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12, Yearbook 12; Underwater bowling 10, 11, 12, 3-D Miniature golf 10, 11; Indoor squirrel hunting 9, 10; Wednesday Football League 11, 12. If you got an all out price fight, you wait till the fight is over, one mans left standing and thats how you know who won.

James Marks 36 Wesleyan Ave.

John Marks 36 Wesleyan Ave. Arnold. Swartzenger. be a Major League Baseball Player. Beauty is that medusa's head which men go armed to seek and sever it is most deadly when most dead and dead will stare and sting forever.

Douglas Marques 480 Camp Westwood Rd.

Nicole Marsocci 14 Jack Pine Rd. Nikki. Marketing. Activities: Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Social Committee 11, 12; Spanish Club 12; Student Council 12; Softball 9, 10, DECA 12; JV Basketball, Football Cheerleading 9; Varsity Football Cheerleading 10, 11; Wrestling Cheerleading 10, 11, 12. "You're born, blah blah, you die."- Norm Peterson "Trust and honesty too, must be the golden rule"- En Vogue

Thanks for all the great memories- I'll never forget!...
The Modern Art

Some of the hairdos of the students require great sculpting skill. The manufacturers of the products, which are used to transform hair into modern art work, must make a mint from the purchases of students alone. Hours before the school day begins, alarm clocks are ringing and sleepy heads stumble into the shower. Soon after, hairdryers, mousse, and gel appear in an attempt at a metamorphosis. When the whir of the hairdryer stops there is a strange hissing noise . . . a mist forms filling the room with a toxic cloud for the next victim to inhale. Then it's off to wait for the bus. But wait . . . OH NO!!! It's raining!!

-Chamomille
Weekly Allowance

Although the U.S. economy is in a recession, the students of Coventry High still find a way to spend a lot of money every week. Here are the top five amounts students spend each week:

1. $20 19.6%  
2. $30 12.6%  
3. $40 9.8%  
4. $50 8.4%  
5. $100 5.6%

The rest of the response ranged from zero to 2 trillion. We have some big spenders in CHS!!

Scott Osterman  21 Circlewood Dr. Osty.
College, Engineer. Activities: Spanish Club 9, 10; Math Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9, 10; Letterman 10, 11, 12; National Honor Society 9, 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 12. Mom, Beth, and especially Dad thank you for all the long nights and your help. Kim S., I leave you all my love and to the crew, a fuzzy Osty. "Peace".

John Owen  211 Weeks Hill Rd. Paramedic.
"You play your cards right and you'll deal yourself an ace." - AC/DC

Alyce Pagliarini  415 Hopkins Hill Rd. Pag. Marketing. Activities: DECA 12; Pep Club 12; Yearbook 12. "The best things in life cannot be seen or heard or even touched. They must be felt within the heart."

Kerri Paine  3 Montana Ave. Mama. An Obstetrical F.N. Activities: Chorus 9, 10; West Bay Nursing 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. "What the heart can dream, the will can accomplish. Everyone needs to build a castle in the air."

Heath Pangnam  40 Hebert St.
Mark Pare  484 Blackrock Rd.
Kenneth Parenty  88 Coventry Dr.
Rachel Pawley  4 Crabapple Ct.

David Pelletier  15 Terrace Ave.
Richard Pendola  30 Chandler Dr.
Jeffrey Pennington  525 Maplevalley Rd. Jeff. Activities: Soccer 9, 10; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12; Tennis 9; Student Council 12; Computer Club 9; Prom Fashion Show 11; School Play 12. "It's all fun and games until someone gets hurt." "Fine, fine, fine."

Renee Popin  37 Leuba Rd. Shortly, Reannie, Spout. Child Care. Activities: French Club 9, 10; Photo Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (President); A Day in Coventry photobook staff 10, 11, 12. "Someday when all reminiscence, we'll say there wasn't too much that we'd missed, and through the tears, we'll smile when we recall that we had it all." - St. Elmo's Fire.

Michael Perreault  16 Wilshire Way
Anthony Petrarca  11 Wilshire Way
Dawn Petrarca  895 Tiogue Ave.
Maryann Petrarca  81 Read Rd. Mama. An Obstetrical F.N. Activities: Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 10, 11, 12; Theater Club 11; Peer Tutoring 11, 12; Italian Club 12 (Secretary); Chorus 9; Boys Cross Country Scorekeeper 12. "He that is proud of his fine cloths, gets his reputation from his tailor."

Susan Piche  106 Reservoir Rd.
Chad Picozzi  7 Wildwood St.
Jayson Plummer  63 Pig Hill.
Justin Pomfret  Pole 96 Maple Valley Rd.
Kelly Powers  4 Drifthood Dr. Fred Garvin. Win the lottery and buy a Winnebago! Activities: Boy's varsity soccer statistician 11, 12.

Jeff Pride  33 Chandler Dr. A professional crash dummy. Activities: French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; S.A.D.D.; S.O.D.A.

Tom Purvis  29 Read Ave. Own Business. Activities: DECA 11, 12. "Life is what you want it to be, so don't get tangled up trying to be free and don't worry what the other people see" - Fugazi.

Jason Ramsey  18 Lowell St.
William Rasberry  135 Princeton Ave.

John Raymond  21 Larchmont Dr. Ramen, J.R., Raymond. State Trooper. "Keep the faith" - S. Hogan.

Holliane Read  205 Shady Valley Rd. Hollie. Activities: J.V. Track 9; Varsity Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Yearbook Club 12; Photography Club 11, 12; Letterman's Club 11, 12. "Yesterday is just a memory." Good luck to Amy, Heath, A.K., S.L., J.R., M.N., M.S. and plenty of "lazy days" and my heart to John K.

Mae Sue Rekas  940 Knotty Oak Rd. Mae, Moo. Chiquita. Psychiatrist. Activities: Band 9, 10, 11, 12. "In the past we have had a light which flickered, in the present we have a light which flames, and in the future there will be a light which shines over all the land and sea." Good luck to the Class of '91!

Rebecca Repass  71 Harkney Hill Rd. Becky. President of the Westminster Kennel Club. Activities: Cross Country 9; Track 9; DECA 11, 12 (Store Manager). "Life is a never ending struggle to make things better for yourself." - DRL. "Don’t be afraid to lose what was never meant to be." - Nelson.

Kristen Restall  439 Weaver Hill Rd. Krispy. Translator for the U.N. Activities: French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 9, 10 (NLTC), 11, 12; Yearbook Staff 10, 11 (Underclass Editor), 12 (Co Editor-in-Chief); Italian Club 12; Math Club 9. "Love is a field to grow into ... and sometimes when I close my eyes, my mind starts spinning around" - Camouflage.

Christopher Reynolds  1 Reynolds Ct. Chris. Engineer. Activities: Varsity Tennis 10, 11, 12 (Captain). "It takes a great man to make a good listener" - A. Helps. "In many ways the saying 'Know thyself' is lacking 'Better to know other people'" - Menander.

Stephanie Richard  454 Hope Furnace Rd. Steph, Stepho. Physical Therapist. Activities: Cross Country 10; Track 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 9, 10; Student Council 10; Wrestling Stat. 10, 11, 12. "I've often thought that you only can
do what you how to do well, and that’s be you.’” Good luck to Mae, J.R., D.R., J.S., E.E., and Class of ’91!

Kerri Roberts. 6 Island Dr. Kerri Berri, Marine Biologist. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 11, 12; Photography Club 12; Pep Club 12; Sophomore Class President; Reach Out 11, 12; Senior Class President. “Good-bye my friends, I hope I will see you all again. But the times we’ve had through all these years will take away my tears. Its O.K. now. Good-bye my friends!”

Diane Robillard. 47 Patton St. D, Di, Danabana. Elementary School Teacher. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11; Photography Club 9, 10; Country Club 10; French Club 10, 11. “If you love something, set it free. If it comes back its yours, if it doesn’t, it never was.”


Lisa Rose. 64 Old North Road. Lee, Lis. Paralegal. Activities: Dance Team 10; Deca 11, 12. Jeff: “Even though I know how very far apart we are, it helps to think we may be wishing on the same bright star. I miss you!”

Richard Rossi

Thomas Rowles. 45 Fairview Ave. Tommy, T. Communications (radio, T.V.). Activities WCVO 9, 10, 11 (production director). 12 (music director); Tommy and the mysterious magic show 9, 10, 11, 12; School P.A. in Pep Ralley-Varsity Review, 9, 10, 11, 12; school lights 9, 10, 11, 12; Terror to teachers 9, 10, 11, 12 . . . “And it just makes me wonder, why so many lose and so few win. Give me something to believe in.”-Poison.

Jason Roy. 89 Read Ave.

John Rush. 31 Longfellow Dr.

Ronald Ruzzo. 122 Howard St. Pizon, Ned. Musician. Activities: Vo-Tech 11- and jest of all jokes. “And in the end on dreams we will depend because thats what dreams are made of.”-Van Halen.

Michale Sadowski. 452 Shady Valley Rd. Sike. Anything that is real. Activities: Wrestling 9, 10; Football (10); West bay Auto Body-88, 89, 91; end of 89-91-lost it. Yo chimp what’s up? I have only one question: “Do you prefer birds, bees, bats, or baby bullfrogs?” Hey Jen C, your just too cool! We all know Metallica rules!! To all the necks- 1,000 deaths-painful deaths!!

Elizabeth Salm. 28 Longfellow Dr. Roni-D. Own my own Advertising Agency. Activities: Track 10; Deca 10. Hey, this is Biology class we don’t create life, we learn to destroy it. Read the newspaper BUD!!

Dannie Sargent. 6743 Flat River Rd. Chell (Sh’ell). High school teacher. Activities Dance Team 9, 10; Student Council 11, 12; French Club 9, 10; Hot Tub Club 11, 12 (president); Breakfast Team 11, 12 (president). Sometimes it seems like this world’s closing in on me, and there is no way of breaking free. Then I see you reach for me. Thank L.C., L.C., S.W., L.B., J.H., J.W., and all my friends.

Arthur Schloth. 8 West View Dr. Art, Artie, Sloth. Manager in Engineering. Activities: Volleyball 10, 11 (H.M. All Division), 12 (1st Team All State) (1st Team All Division) (captain); Track 9, 10, 11, 12, Tennis 12; Basketball 9, 10, 11; Spanish Club 9, 10; Lettermans Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Yearbook Staff 11, 12; Honor Society 9, 10, 11, 12 (president); Hugh O’Brien nominee 10. “Making your way in the world today takes every thing you’ve got. Taking a break from all your worries sure would help you alot. Sometimes you want to go where everybody knows your name”-Cheers.

Thanks Mom, Dad, April, Shana, and Marcia.

George Schopac. 84 Coventry Dr. Cruiser. Firefighter. Activities: WIC, Welding 11, 12. “You word to your mother”-Vanilla Ice.

Joseph Sebastianelli. 20 Colvintown Rd.

Lauren Shear. 495 Williams Crossing Rd. Wheeza. Communications / Marketing. Activities: Social Committee 9; Spanish Club 9; Soccer 9; Tennis 10, 11, 12; Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12; Wrestling 11; Letterman’s Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 11, 12; Student Council 11, 12; DECA 12. “All you have to be is you” - Liz Claiborne.

Koren Sheets. 41 Parkter St.

Regina Sheldon. 40 Dawn Ln. Graphic Designer. Activities: Chorus 9, 10; Vo-tech printing 11, 12; VICA 12. “Listen to yourself, not anyone else because you’re with yourself until the end.”


Cole Shute.

Michael Simoneau. 40 Lydia Rd. Simmy. Bus driver. Activities: Basketball 9, 10, Football 9, Track 9, 10, Tennis 11, 12; Volleyball 10, 11, 12.

Dragons & Things

Imagine the Seniors of Coventry High taking a step beyond . . . the Universe. We would all be teleported to a newly discovered planet with hopes of making history. There would be no pollution, no wars, and no money to corrupt. The main topic of conversations would be the brand new Games Arena not the Ozone Layer. The new setlements would provide an opportunity of a life time with discoveries of never seen before plant life, animals, and land formations. Don’t forget the flying dragons that would exist. Dragoons come in handy for transportation, protection, and friendship. What a world!!

- Grendel
Cologne

You're sitting there waiting for class to begin, suddenly, there is an overwhelming odor.

"What's that smell?!!" you ask the person to your right.

"It's my new cologne. My boyfriend gave it to me, isn't he sweet?" she responded.

"Oh . . . . He has great taste." Choke! Cough!

Gag! Well, what else can you say? Let's face it, an insult would only make her feel bad and create an enemy. Everyone has different ideas and styles, one must make certain allowances in order to keep peace. Besides, wouldn't you want someone to tolerate of your own off the wall ideas? I would.

- G. & C.

Heather Skorski 1217 Main St. Heath. Physical Education Teacher. Activities: J.V. Softball 9, Varsity Softball 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Varsity Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Class Treasurer 9, 10, 12; Letterman's Club 11, 12. "Don't say goodbye, say you're gonna stay forever." Best of luck to Hollie, Amy, Ellen, Jen, Jeremy, and Amy . . . You guys are the greatest! I love you! Thanks for everything.

Jodi Skurka 9 Pine Acres Blvd. Jode. Elementary School Teacher. Activities: Pom Pom Girls 9; French Club 9, 10; Photo club 10, 11; Yearbook 12; Pep Club 12; DECA 12. "Trust not yourself, but your defects to know, make use of every friend . . . . and every foe." - Alexander Pope.

Scott Smith 147 Fairway Dr. Smythe, Joe. More power than God. Activities: Varsity Tennis 9, 10, 11 (Captain); Science Club 11, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11; Academic Decalition 11, 12; DECA 12; Wednesday Football League 11, 12; Kingdom of Oranges 10, 11 & 12 (Prime Minister); Varsity Bowling 11, 12; Mary & Phyllis Fan Club 11, 1. "The romance of politics is best used to numb and quell the fears of the uniformed." - Goeth. "The urge to destroy is a creative urge." - Bakunin

Lisa Sousa 215 Hill Farm Rd. Lee. Teaching. Activities: VO-Tech 12; Food Service, Chorus 9; VICA 12. The key to success is to follow your dreams.

Jennifer Souza 31 Maude Ave.

Michelle St. Germain 30 Woodland Ave. Smishy, Mich, Shelly-belly. College. Activities: Tennis 9, Soccer 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; SODA 12; Reach Out 12; Letterman Club 11, 12; Senior Class Advisory Committee; Yearbook 12. "I never think of the future, it comes soon enough." - Einstein. "One must laugh before one is happy or one may die never having laughed at all."

Jill Standish 55 Hill Farm Rd. Just Jill. College. Activities: Track & Field 11, 12; French Club 11, 12; Photo Club 11, 12; Yearbook 12. We must always have old memories and young hopes.

Charles Swain 71 Doolittle St.

Christian Sweet 11 Kingswood Dr.

Susan Syintsakos 81 Princeton Ave. Syintsakos. Paralegal. Activities: Cross Country 11; Reach Out 10, 11, 12. Two people together, it was just a dream until you came along, my heart was waiting just for you. My love to John Fonseca for-ea-vi!!

Jodi Szydlo 10 Wesleyan Ave. Skidrow, Odie, Sid. A nurse in the Armed Forces. Activities: Band 9, 10; ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Drill Team 9, 10; Vo-Tech (Nursing) 11, 12; VICA 11, 12. Wig-Out! Be stylin' not moin! Dreams come true if you make it happen! I love everybody! Peace. P.S. Jeff Fontain wears a wig . . . realities and misconceptions about monoxidil.

Deanna-Marie Tallman 15 Adams Dr. Dino. Cosmetologist. Activities: Chorus 9, 11, 12; Acapella Choir 12. Life is a line in waiting. When you're in a hurry it drags on, but before you know it, the waiting is over.

Ben Tattrie 3m Rd.

Jennifer Tew 10 B Newell Ct. Jen. Zoologist. Activities: Pom Pom Squad 9, 10; DECA 12. "If clouds burst - thunder in your ear, you shout and no one seems to hear . . . and if the band you're in starts playing different tunes, I'll see you on the dark side of the moon." - Roger Waters.

Bridge Therriault 50 Murry St. Apt 50. Lulu, Attila. An Accountant. Activities: French Club 9, 10; Lunch Bunch 12. "I'm graduating, therefore deserve".

George Thibault 3 M Road. Boo. Cartoonist for Marvel Comics. Activities: VICA 10, 11; West Bay Vocational Technical School 10, 11. "I was a fiend, fiend before I became a teen. Melted microphones instead of cones of ice cream."


April Torres 143 Windsor Pk. Dr. Abe. To go far in life and to have fun. Activities: Spanish Club 11, 12; Jazz Singers 12; Pep Club 12; Yearbook 12. "The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched. They must be felt with the heart." - Helen Keller.

Matt Tortolani 3 Kennedy Dr.

Scott Tourgee 31 Pond View Dr. Scottie. Wampa Jr. President of a large bank. Activities: Varsity Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); J.V. Soccer 9; Varsity Soccer 10, 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Letterman's Club 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 12. "Winning isn't everything, it's the only thing."

Michael Tuhkala 105 Whitehead Rd.

Crystle Turner 577 Painfield Pike. Lepe. Crystle Yurner. High School Teacher. Activities: WCVY 9; Spanish Club 9, 10; Student council 9, 11, 12; Reach Out 11, 12. "What a time it was . . . A time of innocence, a time of confidences. I have a photograph, preserve your memories, that's all that's left."

Nathan Vadeboncoeur 15 Brown St. Nate. Filthy, Stinking. Rich. Activities: Vice-president 9; Wrestling 9, 10, 12; France Club 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 12; Academic Decalition 11; "The Entry" 10; Varsity Letterman's Club 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Chemistry Team 10. "The soul must rule. If you can do your own thing, do it properly. You have to set some heavy goals to keep yourself going." - Jimi Hendrix.

Angela Vallante 5433 Flat River Rd. Onhay. Broadcast Journalism. Activities: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 9; Sophomore Class Rep.; Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10; PTSA Prom Fasion Show 11; WCVY 11, 12; "The Entry" 12;
Reach Out 11,12; Letterman’s Club 10,11,12. "The task ahead of us is never as great as the power behind us." - Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Fred Vierra. Comanche Trail. Grouch Freddie. To become rich and famous. Activities: Football 9; Vot-Tech Auto Body 11,12; summer school 10. "I’m gonna have more money than you have ever seen. I’m gonna wrap my cigarettes with hundred dollar bills." - Warrant, D.R.F.S.R.

Thanks Mom & Dad & Shannon.

Nicole Walshe. 65 Sisson Rd. Walshy. Helping People. Activities: Cheerleading 9,10,11,12 (Captain); Track 9,10; Volleyball 11,12; Pep Club 9,10,11,12; Student Council 11,12; Reach Out 11; Letterman’s Club 10,11,12; Sophomore Vice-President; Social Committee 11,12; Spanish Club 11; Most Popular 12. “Long we live, high we fly, smiles we give, tears we cry, all we touch, and all we see is all our lives will ever be." - Pink Floyd.

Jason Waltonen. 610 Weaver Hill Rd. J. Tiger. Radio Broadcasting. Activities: WCYV 9,10,11 (News Director); 12 (Program Director); The Entry 11,12. “There’s too many people, there’s too many men, and not enough love to go around. This is a land of confusion." - Phil Collins.


Desiree Washington. 23 Larchmont Dr. Lawyer/Politician. Activities: CLass President 9; Social Committee 10,11,12; Model Legislature Debate Team 11,12; Hugh O’Brien Award Winner 10; Pep Club 9,10,11,12; Letterman’s Club 10,11,12; Student Council 9; J.V. Football & Basketball Cheerleading 9; Varsity Football & Wrestling Cheerleading 10,11,12; J.V. Softball 9; Varsity Softball 10,12; Miss Coventry 1989; Miss Black Rhode Island 1990-91. "Dream the impossible dream, then take the initiative to make that dream a reality. Reach for the highest star, be proud of who you are and success will not be far." 

Shelley Weinand. 6 Wood Cove Dr. Belly. Undecided. Activities: Track 9,10,11,12; Tennis 9,10,11,12; Basketball 9,10; Student Council 11,12; Reach Out 11,12; Letterman’s Club 9,10,11,12; Junior Class Treasurer; Sophomore Class Social Committee. “Time it was, and what a time it was. It was a time of innocence, it was a time of confidence." - Simon & Garfunkel.


Melissa White. 54 Colvintown Rd. Missy. Mel. Miss Elementary school teacher. Activities: J.V. Basketball Cheerleading 10 (Capt.); Varsity Soccer Cheerleading 11; Student Council 9,10,12; Pep Club 9,10,11,12; Senior Class Social Committee. “Be courageous and be strong...Find your stairway to heaven be it a prince or a vagabond" - Rod Steward. Special thanks to N.M., K.R., E.E., L.L., N.W., L.J., T.M., S.W., & S.L. I love you John and the Class of ’91.

Suzanne White. 29 Wood St.

Patti Williamson. 19 Viola St. Crash. Activities: French Club 9,10; Track 9; Cross Country 9,10,11. “Murder, drugs, cash, & greed. It touches everyone and everything within the walls. There’s no escaping the disease." (Exodus).

Sue Winemiller. 3 Briarwood Ct.

Elizabeth Winn. 1 Waterman Rd. Liz. Working with marine animals. “But for those first affections, those shadowy recollections, which, be what they may, are yet the Fountain Light of all our day.”


Activities: Soccer 9,10,11,12; Student Council 9,10,11,12; Breakfast Club 11,12; Bowling Team 10; Figure Skating Team 11. “It’s all fun and games until somebody loses an eye.”

Jody Young. 52 Arizona St.

Jeff Yuettner. 669 Arnold Rd. Yetman. Total Artistic Domination. Activities: DECA 12. “Students of Coventry High. I do not think that you will ever be able to experience the state of being that I had.”

Dan Ziroli. 10 Silver Maple Dr. Biomedical Engineer. Activities: ROTC 9,10,11; Volunteer Tutor 12; National Honor Society 11,12. “I can’t believe she’s wearin goat shoes!”


Togetherness

What is togetherness? Togetherness is the quality or state of being or belonging. This sense of unity contains different connotations for different people. It could mean that you are close friends and call each other every hour on the hour. It can also mean that you are joined at the heart, the hand, the hip, or the lip. But to psychology students togetherness would be a need for affiliation. However you feel, togetherness is an intricate part of everyone’s life. I will admit that when we first began to make friends it was difficult. Deciding who was part of the “In” Crowd was a tricky process. As the senior class of 1991 has matured, the exclusive cliques have broken down and now we are together.

Maddie-Grendel-Chamomille
Monday, Monday

"... Bzzz ...

Turning your head to the cause of that annoying noise, you see the clock's little numbers declaring that it is time to get up. Still half asleep, you once again trudge through a routine that is mostly done out of habit. Yawning and shading your eyes from the glaring light, one question runs across your mind: 'Where did the weekend go?' Wasn't it just yesterday that the bell rang at the end of last period? The floor is cold too ..."

Does this sound familiar? These are the classic symptoms of 'Schoolweekum Beginim', more commonly known as 'Monday Morning Syndrome'. Students who suffer from this can be identified by having unusually short attention spans, napping before homeroom, and having a general 'Why am I here?' look upon their face. Although these symptoms tend to clear up with the passage of time.

Our roving reporters interviewed several seniors and asked the question - If you could go anywhere, where would you go and why?

Never at a loss for words, Neil Miller replied: "Australia, because it is the farthest away from Rhode Island."

Searching for further horizons, Laura Charron replied: "Outerspace, because I want to see it, instead of just reading about it!"